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ABSTRAi.T

A review is givcn of theoretical studies on infrasound generation and

propagation through the atmosphere which were carried out tinder the contract.

These studies include (1) further development and application of a computer

progdram for thc prediction of pressure sigratures at large distances from

nuclear explosions, (2) development of an alternative approximate model for

waveform synthesis based on Lamb's edge mode?, (3) development of a geometrical

acoustics' theory incorporating nenlinear effects, dispersion, and wave

distortion at lustics, and (4) a theoretical model for the prediction of

acoustic gravity wave generation by rising and oscillating fireballs.

Numerical studies are reviewed which indicate thli dependence of far field

waveforms on en2rgy yield and burst height. Implications of the Lamb edge

mode theory include it new method for estimating energy yield from waveforms

and an explanation of amplitude anomalies in terms of focusing or defocusing

of horizontal ray paths.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE OF THE REPORT

The present report susmmarizes Investigations carried out by
the authors during the years 1970-1972 on the propagation of low
freouency pressure disturbances under Air Force Contract No.
190,'8-70-C-0008 with the Air Force Cambridge Research Laborato:ies,
Bedford, Massachusetts. The study perform~d was theoretical in
nature.

The central topic of this study was the generation and
propagation of Infrasonic waves in the atmosphere. The principal
emphasis was on waves from man made nuclear explosions although
certain aspects of the study pertain to waves generated by natural
phenomena including, in particular, severe weather.

Specific topics considered during the study include the
following:

1,) The further development and application of a computer program
INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS for the prediction of pressure signatures as
would be detected at large horizontal distances following the detonation
of a nuclear del,0ce in the atmosphere. The original version of this
program was developed by two of the authors [Pierce and Posey, 1970]
under a previo'is Air Force Contract (F19628-67-C-0217).

2.) The development of an alternative and considerably simpler
theoretical model for waveform synthesis based on the hypothesis that
dominant features of the early arriving low frequency part of the
pressure wave are carried by the real atmosphere's counterpart of
Lamb's edge mode.

3.) The development of a preliminary theoretical model applicable to
the prediction of shorter period pressure disturbances at intermediate
to moderate distances from lower yield (1 to 500 kT) nuclear explosions.

4.) The 4ource mechanisms by which fireball rise and subsequent near
field phenomena may excite acoustic-gravity waves.

5.) The pr, ilminary development of a theoreticrl model for the generation
of acoustic-gravity waves by severe weather.

6.) The effects of atmospheric turbulence on guided infrasound propagation.

-13-
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Durinp the course of the research reported here, the study of
some of the above topics reached the point where a definable phase
of the research was sufficiently complete that it was logical to
summarize the resuits in a form appropriate for publication. Such
results have been given in seven published papers, in one M.S. thesis
and in oite Ph.D. thesis. The abstracts of these are listed in Chapter II
of the present report.

In subsequent chapters, a brief sumary of the accomplishments
under the contract are given. These include what the authors believe
to be the principal highlights of the work already published under
the contract plus a somewhat more detailed description of the work,
some of which is only partially complete, not previously reported. In
Chapter VII, some recommendations are made for future work in this field.

1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE REPORT

The general topics of infrasonic wave propagation, generation,
and detection have been of considerable interest to a large segment
of the scientific and defense communities for some time. A recently
published bibliography (the existence of which allows us to omit
extensive citations here) lists [Thomas, Pierce, Flinn, and Craine, 1971]
over 600 titles, most of which are directly Loncerned with infrasound.

constitutes a considerable portion of these. Earlier work by Rayleigh [1890J,
Lamb [1908,191(1, G. I. Taylor [1929,1936], Pekeris [1939,1938] and
Scorer [1950], among others, which was concerned with waves from the
Krakatoa eruption [symond, i8881 and from the great Siberian meteorite
[Whipple, 1930] is also directly applicable to the understanding and
interpretation of nuclear explosion waves.

The present report thus merely suasarizes a continuation of a small
number of facets of a lengthy pattern of research wnich has been carried
on by a large number of investigators in the past. In a more restricted
sense, the work reported here represents a continuation of work done in
two previous studies performed under contract for Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories. The first of these was Air Force Contract
No. AF19(628)-3891 with Avco Corporation during 1964-1966; the second was
Air Force Contract No. AF19628-67-C-0Z17 with the Hassachusetts Institute
of Technology duting 1967-1969. Summaries of this earlier work way be
found in ti'e appropriate final reports by Pierce and Moo [1967] and by
Pierce and Posey [1970].

One of the principal results of the two aforementioned previous
contracts was a computer program INFRASONIC WAVEFORHS; the deck listing
of the then current version of which is given in the report by Pierce and
Posey [1970]. This program enables one to compute the pressure waveform

-14-



at a distpnt point following the detonation of a nuclear explosion
in the atmosphere. The primary limitation on the program's applicability
to realistic situations is that the atmosphere is assumed to fie perfectly
stratified. However, the temperature and wind profiles may be a-:btrarily
specified. The general theory underlying this program is somewhat similar
to that developed by Harkrider F1964] but differs from his in that it
incorporates background winds and in that it has a different source model
for a nuclear explosion.
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Chapter II

PAPERS AND IKESE5

2.1 CO.!TENTS OF PAPERS WRITTEN DURING THE CONTRACT

A. D. Pierce, J. W. Posey, and E. F. Iliff, Variotion of NUCleAr

Explosion Generated Acoustic-Gravity Wnve Forms with Burst Height
and with Energy Yield, J. Geophys. Res. /1 , 5025-5042 (1971) .

A formulation of a method for synthesizing theoretical infrasonic
far-field pressure wave forms generated by nuclear explosiotis is
described which differ, from that described by Harkrider in 1964
primarily In the method by :-hich the source presence is incorporated.
The rationale of the model Is described ind a number of predicted
wave forms created by the detonation of nuclear explosions in
temperature-stratified and wind-stratified atmospheres are
presented to illustrate the effects of winds and the effect of the
varying energy yield and of the height of burst. Theoretical
wave forms are compared with a number of observed wave forms
previously exhibited by Harkrider. Discrepancies are pointed out
amrzng the predictions of Scorer, of Weston, of Hont, Palmer, and
Penney, and of Harkrider as to the effects of height of burst.
Our formulation predicts the early por ion of wave forms received
on ... l. grouid to be neariy proportional to yield and to increase
slowly with height of burst up to a height of the order of 40 km
(which depends on yield) and then to decrease rapidly with further
increasing height. These predictions are explained in simpler terms
if the early portion of the wave form is assumed to be carried in
a single composite guided mode analogous to that predicted by Lamb
for the isothermal atmosphere.

A. D. Pierce and J. W. Posey, Theory of the Excitation and Propagation
of Lamb's Atmospheric Edge Mode from Nuclear Explosions, Geophys. J. R. astr.
Soc. 26 , 341-368 (1971) .

A relatively simple theoretical model of near-surface pressure
pulse propagation from nuclear explosions is developed from the
hypothesis that the early portion of the pulse travels in the real
atmosphere's counterpart of Lamb's edge mode. Various concepts of
geometrical acoustics are used in the construction of the model. The
pulse travels along horizontal ray paths which may be refracted by
horizontal variations in the height-averaged effective souad speed
and wind velocity. The 4 ispersion of the pulse as it propagates
along such paths is governed by a one-dimensional wave equation
similar to that derived by Kortewegandde Vries In 1895. Coefficients
are found by comparison with the dispersion relation derived by
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(;aTrAtt in 1969 as an expansion in terms of a parameter c describing
de,,iations of the atmospheric profile from isothermal. The me.thod
of incorporation of terms governing accumulative far-field non-linear
effects is indicated. Height variations in propagating varlabl-s are
approximated to zeroth order in c . Variations along horizontal
ray paths are governed by the principle of conservatiop of modal
wave action. -he excitation of the edge mode is found by matching
the general form of the far-field quasi-geometrical solution to the
near-field solution for a point energy source in an isothermal
atmosphere. Explicit cxpressions are given for the far-field pressure
disturbance. Computations agree favourably with those based on a
multimode theory for the first few cycles of the waveform. The edge
mode theory leads to a number of implications, which may be compared
with existing data. These include the prediction that the energy
of the explosion yield may be estimated from a knowledge of the first
peak-to-peak period and first peak-to-trough pressure amplitude in
far-field records with very little information concerning atmospheric
structure, and the prediction that anomalous azimuthal varl.etions in
waveform amplitudes may he caused by focusing or defocusing of
horizontal ray paths for the edge mode.

J. E. Thomas, A. D. Pierce, F. A. Flinn, and L. B. Craine, Bibliography
on infrasonic Waves, Geophys. J. R. Astr. Soc. 26, 399-426 (1971).

This bibliography is currel." through 1970 and is composed of references
related to the ppnprnaron , np~str ad detcct.lio of soudid
radiation at ground level atid lonospheric heights. The frequency
range of the pressure signals considered here encompasses those
normally associated with acoustics, infrasonic, acoustic-gravity
and gravity waves.

C. A. Moo and A. P. Pierce, Generation of Anomalous Ionospheric Oscillations
by Thunderstorms, in Effects of Atmospheric Acor'otc Gravity Waves on
Electromagnetic Propagation, AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 115
(Harford House, London, 1972) pp. i7-1 to 17-6.

Recent experimental evidence, based on radio HF Doppler sounding
of the ionosphere, shows oscillations of the upper atmosphere
during periods of thunderstorm activity. These oscillations have
periods in the range of 2 min to 5 min, frequently for many hours
duration. The coherence of the oscillacions is consistant with
the interpretation generally given that they are caused by the
passage of long wavelength infrasonic waves. There are apparently
no similar distinct oscillations with the same pe od range associated
with air motion in the troposphere during severe ueather. However,
convective activity is known to generate fluctuation- and internal
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waves with periods near and above Brunt-Vaisala periods. The

present paper proposes a theory for the generation of these
ionospheric 2-5 min period waves, based on concepts similar to
those used by Lighthill in the theory of aerodynamic sound.
That the periods of the ionospheric, oscillations are substantially
lower than tropospheric Brunt-V'aisAlai periods is explained as being
due to the fact that the predominant radiated frequencies are
obtained as a summation, via non-linear processes, of the
frequencies of the interacting velocity fields generated by the
weather system. 7Thes radiated frequencies are not necessarily
observed in the near field.

A. D. Pierce, A Model for Acoustic-Gravity Wave Excitation by Buoyantly
Rising and Oscillating Air Masses, in Effects of Atmospheric Acoustic
Gravitv Waves on Electromagnetic Wave Propagation, AGARD Conference
Proceedings No. 115 (Harford House, London, 1972), pp. 4-6 to 4-10.

A somewhat general mathematical model is developed for the study
of the excitation of acoustic-gravity waves by rising and oscillating
air masses. Sources are initially described by distributions of
fluid dynamic quantities over a moving closed surface. Analysis
then indicates that insofar as wave generation is concerned, such
surface distributions are equivalent to concentrated point sources
at the center of the volume. The resiltiing linearized inhomogeneous
wave equations are derived and solved in terms of Green's functions.
T..p rase of .an isothermal at.msphcre is discua&ed in some derail.

J. W. Posey and A. D. Pierce, Explosive Excitation of Lamb's Atmospheric
Edge Mode, in Effects of Atmospheric Acoustic Gravity Waves on Electromagnetic
Wave Propagation, AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 115 (Harford House,
London, 1972), pp. 12-1 to 12-8.

It has been previously demonstrated that far-field ground-level pressure
observations of explosively generated acoustic-gravity waves are often
dominated by the Lamb atmospheric edge mode for the first cycle er two.
In this paper, particular attention is given to the excitation of this
mode by a blast wave from a large atmospheric explosion. It is found
that the strength of the excitation is strongly dependent upon the tail
of the blast wave. However, information on the precise form of the blast
wave tail is unavailable, so that any analytical representation must be
somewhat arbitrary.

A theoretical development shows that, for the pure Larb mode, a simple
analytical relation exists between the energy of the source and the
initial amplitude and period of the far-fiell pressure waveform. This
relation is compared with some empirical data and appears to be in fair
agreement with yield estimates based on seismic observations.
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J. W. Posey and A. 1). Pierce, Estimation cf Nuclear Explosion Energies
from Microbarograph Records, Nature 232 , 253 (1971)

A theoretical relation derived from the edge mode theory developed
by the authors is '7ompared with microbarograms published by Donn
and Shaw and by Harkrider. Energy yields are taken as estimated
by Bath. The comparison of thecry and data indicates the energy
yield may be estimated from a knowledge of the first peak to peak
amplitude and from the period between the first two successive
positive peaks.

2.2 CONTENTS OF THESES WRITTEN DURING THE CONTRACT

J. W. Posey, Application of Lamb Edge Mode Theory in Lhe Analysis of
Explosively Generated Infrasound, Ph.D. thesis, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, August 1971

The propagation theory for Lamb's atmospheric edge mode of acoustic-
gravity waves is presented. The excitation of this mode by lar -
atmospheric explosiors is investigated and obser-.ations of explosively
generated infrasound obtained from the literature are examined for the
presence of the edge mode. The theory utilizes Bretherton's and Gar-
rett's previous results for the phase velocity and dispersion of this
mode and incorporates various techniques from geometrical acoustics
and guided wave theory. The result is a two dimensional model for
ttfLut1ULtL pulue propagation over the surface of a curved earth through

an atmosphere which is n-t necessarily perfectly stratified. It is
found that the excitation of acoustic-gravity waves by the blast wave
from a nuclear explosion is pximarily governed by the tail of the
blast wave. The analytical arproximation introduced by Glanstone is
selected to represent the pul•,e primarily becaube of its mathematical
simplicity, although its limitations are discussed in some detail. The
form of the far fieid edge mode pressure waveform is examined, and the
effects of some possible variations in parameters of the medium and of
the source are investigated. An approximate relation giving t'e source
yield YKT (in equivalent kilotons of TNT) in terms of the first peak-

to-trough amplitude PFPT' and the time between the first two peaks T1 2,

of the ground level Lamb mode pressure waveform is

YKT - 0.034 sinl/ 2 (Rr e) T,2 3/2FPT

which is derived for bursts in the troposphere . Here pFPT is in Pbars
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arnd T1,2 in sec. Comparison of the theory with exp~eriment suggests

that the first cycle or two in each of the relevant emrirical
microbarograms, although not necessarily the part of Lhe record with
the lnrgest amplitude, is often domi.ated by the Lamb mode.

L. Tang, Propagation of Guided Acoustic Cravity Waves in n Turbtlent
Atmosphere, M.S. thesis, Department of Mechanical Enpineering, Massachiuset s
Institue of Technology, June, 1971.

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the propagation of Lamb
mode acoustic gravity waves are studied. A general variational
principle for acoustic gravity waves is first derived and then
used to obtain the set of approximate partial differential equations
for the propagation of guided Lanmb mode waves in an inhomogenous
atmosphere. Thit set of equations is then solved for the scattering
of waves by turbulence using the Born approximation. A stochastic
integral is subsequently derived to describe the random behavior
of the scattered wave. With the assumption that the correlation
function of temperature fluctuations obeys the Kolmogorcv two-thirds
law, the effective cros:3 sectional length of scattering is obtained.
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Chapter IllI

THE MOI)AI. SYNTHESIS OF

INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS

3.1 STATUS OF INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS

INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS Is a digital computer program, the first version
of which was written by Pierce and Posey [1970j under Air Force Contract
AF19628-67-C-0217. The nature of the program is such that it produces,
among other quantities, a synthesized plot of pressure veXsus time (Fig. 1)
which would correspond to the infrasonic waveform signature expected at
a given far field point in the atmosphere following the detonation of a
nuclear device in the atmosphere. Input presupposes the atmosphere to he
approximated by a sequence of horizontal layers of constant temperature
and wind velocity.

In the time following its original writing, INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS has
been adapted for use at a number of research laboratories. These include
the following:

1. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
(Mrs. F. F. liff)

2. National Oceans and Atmospheres Administration
(Dr. J. M. Young)

3. Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University

(Dr. W. L. Doon and Dr. N. K. Balachandran)

4. University of Idaho (Dr. J. F. Thomas)

5. Avco Everett Research Laboratory
(Mr. C. M, Daniels)

The various versions of the program in operation at these laboratories differ
primarily in the manner in which the computer interfaces with the plotter
for the plotting of waveforms.

In the present section, we describe some minor modifications which
have been made to the program during the past three years. We also give
some additional guidelines to the program's use.

3.1.1 Earth Curvature Effects

In the deck listing of the subroutine TMPT which is given on pages
287-290 of the report by Pierce and Posey .l170J,we have made one minor
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clianne to take into account the curvature of the earth. On papte 288
following the statement NOFN- KFIN(N) which follows FORTRAN statement 11
we have added the following, cards

C

C DETERMINE THE EARTHI CURVATURE CORRECTION TIMES ROB3*A(-O.5)
RAD = ROBS 1 6374.

CF - ( 1. / ( 6374. * SIN(RAI)) ) )**O.5
C

The program then resumes with ýhv COMWFENT card "THY. MODE N RESPONSE IS
FOUND...". Then FORTRAN statement 51 is changed to read

51 TNINT(N,lT) - CF * TNINT(N,TT)

such that the factor (ROBS)**(-0.5) in the previous version is replaced by CF.

The change just described thus replaces the amplitude factor (l/r)1/2

appiopriate to cylindrical spreading by a fator [resin(r/re)l-l/ 2 appropriate
to circular spreading of waves over a surface of a sphere of radius v
Here r - 6374 km is the radius of the earth and r is the great circle
distance of the observation point from the source. The theory underlying
the incorporation of this earth curvature correction has been described
previou!..y by Weston 1961) arid h,, ,,.r 4- r ;.l • . . . . . On.- may

note that the correction is minor if r << r It corrects the amplitude

upwards by about 7% at a distance of 5600 kme. At the antipode where
r - irre the theory underlying the approximation breaks down and we hove
not yet modified the program to take this case into account.

The program, however, with relatively minor changes can still be

used to estimate pressure waveforms of-waves which have traveled over half
way around the globe, i.e. past the antipode, providing the wave has
traveled at least, say, 1000 km past the antipode. Following the theoretical
development of Brune, Nafe, and Alsop [1961], one finds that the appropriate
modifications needed are (I) to replace sin (r/re) by its absoluie magnitude:
(2) to shift the Fourier transforms of each modal waveform by a phase of w12
radians; and (3) to reinterpret r (ROBS in the program) as the Lot0l

distance the wave has traveled (which in this eue would be between lrr ande -
2Tne) .These modifications can he accomplished by replacing. the above definition

of CF in subroutine TMPT by

CF - ( 1. / ( 6374. * ABS(SIN(RAD))))**O.5

Then, also in the deck listing of PfPT, between lines IMPT 149 and THPT 150
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as g.ven on page 289) of the report by Pierce and Posey [1970], one
should fnsert a card

ItH2 - 1'i2 + 1.570796

An identical card should also be int-irted between lines TMP'T 166 and
TMPT 167. The input value of ROBS should also be selected to correspond
to the longer propagation path.

One should note that, in regard to the above suggested modifications
fc-r antipodal arrivals, the underlying theoretical basis presumes the
atmosphere to be cylindrically symmetric about an axis passing through
the point of detonation. Since this is a rather stringent idealization,
considerable caution should be used in the interpretation of the results
of the computations.

3.1.2 Other Modifications in the Program

Alse, in rogards to subroutine TMPT, a minor change in the FORMAT
statement 104 was to change the FORMAT specification F12.2 to F12.4 to
allow more significant figures to be printed in the output tabulation of
TNTNT (TOPT,IT).

One minor error in the deck listing of the subroutine NXTPNT was
pointed out to the authorsby T. 11. Kuckertz of the University of Idaho, In
FORThA-tN uLaLinlenL 26 of chis subroutine, the numbei -5 should have been
punched +5. As best vre can tell, this error wil1 never affect the output
of the program since, for arty conceivable atmosphere model, IDR can never
be 5 at a point when statement 26 is reached.

In subroutine SOURCE, the present version at M.I.T. has set TAS - 0.33
Instead of 0.48 as was done In the original listing. The revised source
model theory described here in Sec. 3.2 and by Pierce, Posey, and Iliff f1971]
suggests that this should be the appropriate choice if the source is
sufficiently high that there is no appreciable nonlinear interaction between
the incident shock an-I the ground reflected shock.

If the explosion Is relatively close to the ground, the subroutine
SOURCE should be modified following a suggestion made to the authors by
J. Reed. In accordance with the theory outlined in the next section, one
should replace the statement compurting the quantity PAS in the subroutine
by

PAS - ((21.4E+3)/1,0)*(l.61)

and the statement defining TAS by

TAS - 0.416
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-Just when a given explonion should be clnissif ted as near ground
or above ground dep~end| primarily on the ranjo of the height of burst I1
to the explosion characteristIc lenlth (9/po) 1 / 3 where P Is tile energyv
,yield and p, Is tile atmospheric presaure. If the ratio is greater than,
say 5, the above ground source model would appear to he more appropriatc-.
If It is less than 1, the near ground source mode] would appear approptiate.
For intermediate ranges of altitude, just which choice IJ better remains
a topic of investigation. (Dr. 1. L. Murphy and tis colleagues at Mt.
Auburr Research Associates are cuirently developing an improved source
model which takes the nonlinear Interaction between incident and reflected
shocks into account.)

We would suggest for the present that one take

500 1/3z ' 00 'KT) fit

as defining a surface burst, wher. YKT is the yield in RT.

3.1.3 Further Suggestions for Program Users

In the usage of the program by ourselves and by our colleagues in
oth.•r laboratories we have hecome aware of a number of possible pitfalls
in its use. In order to increase the off-tienens of futui'c u & Cf the
program it would seem appropriate to mention these here. The present
discussion amends that of Chapter I11 in the previous report by Pierce
andi Posey [1970J.

While, apriori, one should not expect the temperature In the uppermost
layer (a halfspace in the theory) to affect waveforms observed near the
ground, the actual computations may indicate otherwise. This would appear
to be due to the neglect of leaking modes in the theoretical formulation.
Any mode or portion of a mode which ltaks energy into the upper halfspace
is associated with a complex wavenutmber and appears formally to he damped
with propagation in tile horizontal direction. The possible values of
phase velocity Vp and angular frequency uw which could in principle
correspond to a nonleaking mode is limited primarily by the choice of
temperature in the uppermost halfspace. The forhidden regions where all
conceivable modes must be leaky correspond to values of w and v. for
which the normal mode dispersion function does not exist. Such domains
in the w vs p plane correspond to the regions containing X's In
computer generated plots, of normal mode dispersion waves such as shown In
Fip,. 3.3 and 3.4 of the previous report by Pierce and Posey. Interestingly,
if one takes the atmosphere to be of some very large hut finite height h
terminated by either a rigid surface or a free surface, the modes are all
non leaky (there's nowhere ro leak) and the dispersion ctlves and height
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profiles for modes which propagate primarily in the lower atmosphere
are nearly the same in both cases. If, however, one terminates the
atmosphere by an isothermal halfspace extending above h, certain portions
of the lower atmosphere modes will become leaky. Since the computer program
discards such modes, regardless of how small the leakage may actually be,
it is difficult to say whether more nearly correct results will be obtained
with the unbounded atmosphere model than with one terminated above by either
a free surface or a half space.

A specific suggestion for circumventing this problem without actually
revising the computational procedure to include leaky modes is that one
always choose the temperature of the upper halfspace to be sufficiently high
that wB -0-1)1/ 2 g/c for the upper halfspace is smaller than any
frequency one suspects sho.ild be dominant in the synthesized waveform. Also,
one should want the sound speed in the upper half space to exceed the
horizontal phase velocity of any wavelet which contributes substantially
to the overall wavefor:. We suggest that one check his output after the
computation to see if his choice of a model atmosphere satisfies these
criteria. If not, he should either revise his model to accomplish this,
subject to whatever constraints one imposes on the relation of the model
to reality, or else he should be very careful in the interpretation of
h's computational results.

Other problems which arise in the use of the program are associated
with the truncation of the integration over frequency in the synthesis of
individual modal waveforms. When one chooses his input parameters OMI:
OM2, V-1, and ,he Implicitly limits the frequency range for the Fourier
inversions to an interval contained between OI and OM2 radians. The
interval is also limited by the fact that the dispersion crve fo the non-
leaking pertion of any given mode may not exist for all frequenc.es between
OMl and OM2 and also by the fact that its phase velocities may not fall
between VI and V2 km/sec. Thus the integration represents an approximation
and one should make some assessment as to whether the app oximation has
any validity.

One possible simple means of checking whether the truncation
approximation is applicable is to examine the range of group velocities
printed out by the program fot the individual modeq. Suppose the group
velocities vary in magnitude between v g,mn and Vg,max for an

individual mode. Then one would expect the contributton from that mode
to be of significant magnitude at best only for times between r/V andg ,iax
r/vg,min with a possible extension of perhaps one or two cycles on either

side of this interval. If this is not the case, then the approximation is
probably insufficient. If one suspects it to be insufficient, then h( should next
check to see if the mode in question gives a substantial contribution to
the overall waveform for the time interval of interest. If it doesn't, then
one probably need not worry about the error introduced by truncation in as far as
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that mode's contribution is concerned. If it does, then one should alter
his input parameters to improve the situation either by extending the range
of frecuencies and phase velocities considered or else by changing the
assumed form of the upper atmosphere to make the mode noi ýakfr, over a
wider frequency interval.

Anyone who has attempted to use the program to synthesize waveforms
at relatively close in distances may have noted that the individual modal
waveforms may not be causal, i.e., the program may formally predict a
disturbance ½efore the time of detonation, which, of course, is meaningless.
In principle, the supexpositionof all thn modes should result in a causal
waveform,hut there is no apriori reason in the mathematical theory why
any given individual waveform should so be. At larger distances, this lack
of modal causality is not a significant factor since the noncausal portions
of the synthesized waveform tend to be of negligible amplitude compared
to the portions which arrive at times corresponding to the ;roup velocity.

Another question one shoul.d consider is whether one has incorporated
enough modes in his synthesis. If one is seeking to describe the disturbance
in a given time interval at range r then he probably need only consider
those modes and frequency interxals which correspond to group velocities
rnt where t falls within the desired time interval. In general, modal
contributions tend to decrease with increasing node number, so if, for
example, one has convinced himself that contributions from the S4 , S5 , S6

modes are all negligible, then the same should be true foe the S79, S8, etc.

3.2 SOURCE MODELS

The source model for INFRASONIC MODES has been somewhat modified since
the writing of the report by Pierce and Posey r1970]. Here we outline the
revised theory for the present source model. The first part of the discussion
follow that outlined in the paper by Pierce, Posey and Iliff [1971].

3.2.1 Above Cround Explosions

The basic mathematical model is the linearized equations of hydrodynamics
for a temp3rature-stratified and wind-stratified compressible atmosphere. The
geometry is sketched in Fjg.2 . The presence of the source is assumed to
be taken into account by the addition of a source term to that equation
corresponding to energy conservaz'on. Thus, the governing equations for
acoustic pressure deviation p :lorn ambient pressure Pc, acoustic density
deviation p, and fluid velocity deviation I, are taken as

Po[Dtu + (u. V)V] - - Vp - gp(3.a)
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Figure 2. Sketch illustrating the various idealizations incorporated

in the mathematical formulation of the problem of acoustic-gravity wave

propagation from a nuclear blast.
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D 0 + V.(0 uo) - 0 (3.lh)t 0

[Dtp + w"Vp 0 c2[DtP + V 'Vp]

0. + 0 -- b

41Te (f E 5 (r -r)0 03.10

where

D - (W/at) + V-v

is the time derivative corresponding to an observer moving with the
ambient wind velocity v. The quantity e is the unit v-ctor in theup

- 1l12
vertical direction, while r 0  denotes the source location; c - Upo/O0

is the speed of sound. The source term (and, in particular, the form of the
function f Et) on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1c)) is chosen with
the objective of insuring that, at larger distances, the solution of Eqs.
(3 .1a, b, c)should agree with what might be expected if the nonlinear terms
were retained and a more realistic source model were used.

To explain our choice for the energy source function f E(t), the basic

nonlinear hydrodynamic model for a nuclear explosion [Taylor, 1950; Brode,
1955, 1968] is reviewed, which consists of an initially isothermal sphere
of very small radius in an unbounded isothermal atmosphere with negligible
gravity. The initial sphere has ambient density and fluid velocity, but is
assumed to have very high temperature and pressure. The total initial

potential energy (the specific heat of air is assumed independent of
temperature) inside the sphere is assumed to be some fixed fraction of the

total energy YKT (in kilotons of TNT, where 1 KT - 4.2 X 1019 ergs)

released by the explosion. According to The Effects of Nuclear Weapons (ENW)

[Glasstone, 1957, 1962), this initial potential energy (which should be
the same as the total hydrodynamic energy) is roughly one-half of YKT ' We

assume this proportionality factor does not vary with yield or with height
of burst. It would appear from comments in sections 2.119, 7.25, and from
Figure 1.22 in ENW[Glasstonz-, 19621 that this Is a good approximation for
bursts below 100,000 feet (30 km) and a fair approximation at altitudes up
to 350,000 feet (100 km), although no quantitative description of the
variation of this fraction is given. (In any event, the results of this
study will not be invalidated by such a variation, provided energy yield
is always interpreted as twice the hydrodynamic energy of the explosion.)

The pressure wave form In this idealized basic nonlinear model corresponds
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to hydrodynamic scaling, i.e., at distance R

p M POF(R/cTy, t/T y) (3.2)

where F is a universal function of two dimensionless quantities and
where Ty is a charactejtic time that may he defined as any convenient
constant times (YKTO/Po ) /Ic. We choose T to be defined such that,

when p and c correspond to a standard reference pressure (pref " 1 atm)

and sound speed (cref n 331 m/sec) and when YKT is 1 KT, then T is eq I

to the time duration tref of the blast wave at a distance Rref (which we

take as I mile) from a l-KT explosion. (As explained later, the appropriate
numerical choice of tref would appear to be 0.33 sec.) Thus,

TY W (p refp )3(cref /0YKT1/3tref (3.3)

(wherev, Lo maintain dimensional purity.. y KT is here interprerpd as the ratio
of the explosion's energy to a reference energy of 4.2 X1019 ergs).

Since, in the homogeneous atmosphere case currently being considered,
the amplitude of F may be expected to fall off nearly inversely with R
(spherical spreading in linear acoustics), Eq.(3.2)should be rewritten
in the form

p - (AP)ref(polPref )[cTy/(c reft ef )](Rref/R)

X4jat - R/c]/Ty,R/(cTy)) (3.4)

where, at large distances R, ý should be a relatively slowly varying function
of its second argument. Here (Ap)ref is the shock overpressure at the

reference distance Rref(1 mile) from a 1-KT air burst in a standard reference

atmosphere. (AP)ref is taken to be 34 mbar; the function •i is dimensionless

and is normalized such that it has a value of unity immediately behind the
shock.
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With reference to the n'•nlinear model described above, a suitable
choice for f E(t) woulo appear to be that furction which would lead to

P solution of Eqs.(3.la, b, c) which agrees with Eq- (3.4)at
moderate distances from the source when gravity is neglected and when
the atmosphere is assumed to be homogeneous. The ambient atmosphere for
this matching process is taken as that characteristic of the burst location.
The distance selected for the matching is {cTy/ reft ref} (i.e., the scaled

counterpart of 1 mile from 1 KT in the reference atmosphere), such that
cT y/R is identically equal to creftref/Rref t

Since the linearized equations, vith the neglect of gravity and

inhomogeLjities, give

p w R-1 f E(t - R/c) (3.5)

the matching of the two solutions under the circumstances described
above gives

f E(t) - B p cT y 2 Q(t/T ) (3.6)

where the dimensionless constant B is given byo

U ft I/ref I If

° [(Ap) /P ref{Rref/IC t (3.7)

(Its value for the choice of numerice.1 values described -'reviuusly is
0.49.) The function Q(t/T y) is simply the integral of 41, i.e.,

Q(w) - f ,(,, A) do (3.8)

where the integration constant is such that f E(t) vanishes at sufficiently

early times. The quantity A is just [Rref/CreftrefI (which turns

out to have a numerical value of 14).

The apparent arbitrariness in the selection of the distance Rref is

largely immaterial insofar as the prediction of the far-field wave form
is concerned. It turns out that the low-frequency pulse predicted at large
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distances (as well might be expected for aity low-frequency pulse) is
largely governed by the first few terms in the power series expansion In
angular frequency w of the Fourier transform (over time) of fE(t)

Thus, a key parameter (which may be considered as proportional to the
xeroth order term in this expansion) would be

4w f rf E (t) dt - (y - l)(K/c2)E (3.9)

where E - 4.2 X 10 19YIT ergs is the total energy released by the explosion

and where K is a dimensionless constant given by

K - 47r(y - 1)-l(Ap)refRref (trefC re 2

X Q() dC/(4.2XlO 9 ergs) (3.10)

It is assumed here that f E(t) is integrable, and, in particular, that

it vanishes as t - - . This would seem to be a necessary requirement
since (at lanst 4n I-hp a-ntv,-,S -1.-11 4-p14,.A k.. 1-. 1 M 'e- ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... . I if Li.t', Pa,

displacement is proportional to f E/R. If fE(t) were to approach a non-

zero limit as t - - , this would tend to imply that the net amount of work
done in expanding or compressing the gas behind the shock diverges (rather
than approaches a limit) as the shock radius increases without limit, which
In turn implies that the energy associated with the source is unlimited.

The actual near-field blast form can be inferred from Brode's [19551
calculations with the hydrodynamic energy (which Brode denotes as E tot)

interpreted as one-half the total energy released by the explosion. Brode's
calculations show the blast beginning with a shock whose overpressure
decreases faster than l/R, followed by a positive phase whose duration is
nearly constant with R and equal to 1.22 (Etot /P 0 )l/3/c . Although

very little information can be inferred from Brode's paper concerning the
wave form after the ntegative phase, it seems (from extrapolation of the

calculated wave form) that there is a very =mall oscillation whose period is
roughly of the order of twice the negative phase and whose amplitude decreases
fairly rapidly. The energy feeding this oscillation is the energy dissipated
at the start of the positive phase. On this basis, one can argue that the
value of the constant K, as computed from Eq. (3.rO) should be independent
of the choice of Rref' p-oviding that (Ap)ref, t ., and Q(E) correspond
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to whatever choice is made. The rationale cf this conclusion is that
the Internal energy relative to ambient is p/(1 - 1) per unit volume;
if p is taken as given by Eq.(3.4),and if R/cTy in the second

argument of qj is approximated by Rref/(cTY), and if the total internal

energy ( a spatial integral) Is evaluated at the instant the shock radius
Is the scaled counterpart of Rref, one finds, after an integration by

parts, that this energy at large t approaches (K)(E) where K is
defined in Eq. ( 3.10). The fact that the major contribution to the
integral comes at larger R justifies one setting R - Rref in the

second argument of 0 .

Since we would expect this limit to exist (even the dissipated energy
must eventually be transformed into internal energy) we must conclude that
K is independent of Rref at sufficiently large R ref Another conclusion

which seems warranted Is that K should not exceed one-half since the increase
in internal energy cannot exceed the total hydrodynamic energy released by
the explosion.

Concerning the choices of Rref, tiref, P, (AP)ref, we take Rref - 1 mile,

since this seems amply large for a l-KT explosion, the overpressure being of
the order of 3% ambient at this distance. The actual value of (AP)ref can

then be determined from Brode's calculations to be 34 mbar. The same number
c l e Lifectred from Figure 3.946 in the 1957 edition of ENW [Glasstone,
lIr-]. (The figure gives the overpressure at the ground at a distance of

.e from a l-KT air burst as 1.00 psi. Since nonlinear effects are small
a. Js distance, we expect the overpressure, if the presence of the ground
wP 'plected, to be one-half of this or 0.50 psi 0 34 mbar.) The choice
of _. as inferred from Brode's results (with an extrapolation based onef
the teory of weak spherically diverging shocks [Bethe and Fuchs, 1947;
Landa'u 1945; Whitham, 19501) is found to be 0.33 sec. On the other hand,
Figurc ;.96 in the 1957 edition of ENW, with an appropriate extrapolation,
gives r ef m 0.48 sec. Since the latter is not documented and hardly
cons,. tXes an adequately reported piece of research, we prefer to adopt
the number based on Brode's computations of tref . 0.33 sec. In addition, as

discussed below, energy considerations would tend to suggest that the ENW
figure is inappropriate.

With regard to the functional form of i , it would appear adeouate to
use a fairly simple analytic approximation, represented by the function
[Ciasstone, 1962]

4,(r, A ) 0(1 1 1)e -T(r) (3.11)

when U(C) is the Heaviside step function and • is measured from the onset
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of the shock. While this function has the disadvantages of giving more
'sag' to the positive phase decay than implied by Brode's fit as represented
by his equations 22 and 23 and of hiving a negative phase of unlimited
duration, it does have the desired features of leading to an fE(t), which

vanibhes at sufficiently large t, and of giving a finite value to K in
Eq- (3.10), although it is not clear to what extent its predicted integral

over Q, which turns out to be 1, would agree with that for the true wave
form. Considering the fact that the integral simply denotes the center
of gravity of the wave form v(G, A ) with respect to the start of the
blast wave, one would doubt that ths center of gravity would fall too far
from the location of the end of the positive phase (which is at E - 1).
One ancillary reason for adopting Eq. (M.ID is that the same function
has been used previously by Harkrider, and we wish to compare our results
with his.

With V, given by Eq. (3.11), the source function becomes

fE(t) (4)- l(y - 1)(K)(E/c
2 )

•(t/TY2)e-t/TYu (t) (3.12)

where (with tref - 0.33 sec) the value of K in Eq. (3.10) is taken

as 0.50. In contrast, if we used tref - 0.48 sec, we would have found

K - 1.1. Since, as pointed out previously, there are strong theoretical
grounds for supposing K to be less than one-half, the choice of
tf 0.33 sec based on Brode's calculations appears preferable. The time
o i, in Eq. (3.12) was chosen so that thc shock would arrive at the

matching distance at a time equal to this distance divided by the ambient
sound speed. While this does not neceisarily coincide with the time of

detonation (due to finite amplitude effects), the choice of origin is
immaterial insofar as the amplitude and relative shape of the rec..ived
wave form are concerned.

A shortcoming of the source model described above is its neglect of
gravitational effects and of sound speed and density gradients during the
early history of the blast. Apart from the desire for a rklatively simple
model, the justification for this neglect is that the influence of these
effects accumulates at a relatively slow rate and does not become appreciable

until relatively late during the history of the formation of the blast wave.
Since we are interested primarily in the earliest portion (say, the first
15 to 30 minutes) of the pressure pulse which propagates through the lower
atmosphere (which is fvequently all that is detected by ground-level

mlcrobarographs), we may view the early portion of the blast wave (including

the first positive and negative phases) as the source of the pulse.
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It would appear that waves generated by fireball rise due to buoyancy
may be excluded on the basis that they would arrive too late.

From the discussion accompanying Eq. (3.9ý it would also appear
that, insofar as the low-frequency far-field pulse is concerned, the only
critical assumptions are (1) that the energy radiated by the near-field
blast be radiated isotropically and (ii) that the total additional internal
energy In the atmosphere caused by the explosion be of the order of one-
half the total energy yield. It would appear that these assumptions would
bc valid provided the formatton of the positive phase (which spreads
isotropically and which includes the bulk of the hydrodynamic energy at
very early times) should not be alterea significantly (in terms of energy
content) by gravity and inhomogeneities. A possible quantitative criterion
is that the time for the positive phase to form (which may be taken as being
of the order T ) be less than one-fourth (since the positive phase resemblesY
one-fourth of a full cycle of a sine wave) of the characteristic period for
acoustic-gravity waves in the atmosphere. This period [Viiskla, 1925;
Brunt, 1927] is generally greater than 5 minutes. Thus, we could take
T < 1 minute as a possible restriction. This would restrict the model to

yields of less than about 104 MT at sea level and to yields of less than
1 Kr at 65 km. We should emphasize that the prominence of periods of the
order of the brunt-V91slla period in the far-field wave forms does not
necessarily indicate the inappropriateness of the model, as these periods
can arise through tht accumulative long-range dispersion of the early
portion of the blast wave torm.

3.2.2 Near Surface Explosions

The following describes the appropriate source model for near surface
explosions which was developed following a suggestion by J. Reed of Sandia
Corporation. Suppose Y is the total energy yield of a near ground
explosion. Then the blast wave at moderate distances might appear (from
symmetry considerations) to be the same as from an air burst of yield 2Y
when the presence of the ground is neglected. On the basis of this assertion
and the reasoning outlined in the previous section, we would infer that
the blast overpressure (Ap)*f and positive phase duration tf of

the blast wave waveform on the ground at a distance of Rref from the

explosion should be jointly taken as (for YKT 1 KT)

R r 21/3 milesref

AP ref - 34 mbar

0.33 K21/3
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If we wish to have a linear source model such as is implicit in the
existing theories, we wruld have to interpret rp to be twice that

ref
overpressure which would be observed if the ground were not present. This
means we would want APref - 17 whar. If, in addition, we were to assume

that spherical spreading holds reasonably well between I and 2 13 miles, then
one would take Ap -"17%21/3 when one backs tp to Rref - 1 mile.

All this suggests that the program's output should be more satisfactory
for near surface bursts were one to jointly set

Rref - 1 mile

= 71/3
APref 1%21/ - 21.4 mbar

t - 0.32X21/3 , 0.42 secref

in the existing computer program. The method in which this is done is
as described in Sec. 3.1.2.

3.3 VARIATION OF WAVEFORMS WITh ENERGY YIELD AND WITH BURST HEIGHT

One of the principal results obtained with the use of the modal
synthesis prograt during the past reporting period was a clarification
of the effects of burst height and energy yield on the-waveforms generated
by nuclear explosions [Pierce, Posey, and Iliff, 1971]. Literature
published previous to this had certain discrepancies which were apparently
not well understood. Scorer's and Hunt, Palmer, and Penney's results would
indicate that the earliest portion of the pulse received at 1,,rge distances
(2000 kIn or greater) should have amplitudes directly proportional to
energy yield. On the other haad, a plot ( which we omit here for brevity)
of the amplitudes computed numerically by Harkrider ýFigure 15 In his paper)
would suggest that these should vary with yield Y as yO.6 for yields
above 5 MT.

The two relevant sets of calculations on burat height effects exhibited
by Weston [19621 indicate that the amplitudes decrease drastically as burst
height is increased (although this fact is not noted explicilt] in Weston's
text). His figures indicate the amplitudes of the earlier portion of the
pulse to be down by factors of About 1/60 and 1/300 for bursts at 39 km and
76 km, respectively, from the amplitudes for a burst at ground level. In
contrast, Harkrider's altitude effect prediction as exhibited in Figure 17
of his paper (with the correction suggested by Pierce [1965 1) indicates that,
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for altitudes up to 17 km, the decrease in amplitude with burst height
is much smaller than one would expect from an extrapolation of Weston's

results. Ilarkrider's results would sugp.est the net decrease to only

be of the order of 30% when the explosion is raised from 2 to 17 kmi.

Our findings by use of INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS tend to more nearly

support the predictions of Scorer and of Hunt, Palmer, and Penney an

ragprds yield-amplitude proportionality than the predictions of llarkrider's

Y0.6 dependence. As regards the height of burst dependence, we agree

neither with flarkrider nor with Weston. We find a small increase of

amplitude with Increasing height up to an altitude of the order of 40 km
followed by a decrease with increasinp altitude.

In Fig. 3, a number of waveforms computed for fixed height of burst
arid fixed observer location, but for variable energy yield, are
simultaneously plotted. In each case, the overpressure divided by the

yield (In megatons) is plotted rather than the overpressure. Thus, the
near coincidence of the curves during the early portion of the wave form

indicates that this portion of the wave form is nearly directly proportional

to energy yield.

That this proportionality should hold in tile range of lower yields

is evident from the general theoretical formulation. If, during the early
portion of the wave form, the bulk of the contribution Oo the dominant
modes comes primarily from lower frequencies where #. IT 1 theI the

13"
sum of the modal waveforms will appear proportional to T (and hence to F)

Y
at tl-•se timcs.

An estimate of the range of yields over which this proportionality
should hold may be obtained if one takes w in the condition uoT Y< I

to be the frequency corresponding to the period between the first two prominent

peaks in the wave form. Since this period is typically about 4 minutes
(see, foz c%&nple, the data exhibited by Donn and Shaw [19671) one requires

Ty << 40 seec, or, for sea-level bursts, F << 500 MT. The condition becomes

much more stringent when the heig" of burst is raised.

It Is suggested that some slight improvement over the yield-amplitude

proportionality law might be obtained if one took the amplitude to vary
with yield YKT as

amp - DY KT/[ + (Y KT/Y) 2/31 (3.13)

where D is independent of yield and where Y is given by (units in
-
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Figure 3. Acoustic pressure per megaton of thie source yield for ground
bursts of 1, 10, and 100 megatons as a function of time. The observer
is on the ground 10,000 kw.north of the source in a subtr6pical summer
atmosphere.
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kilotons of TNT)

Y (P o/Pref)(c/cred) 3 (1' "char t ref )3 (3.14)

where po and c a-e evaluated at r'o and where wchar Is a characteristic

frequency designating the early p?rtlon of the wave form. Typically, Y
should lie of the order of 5 X 10 KT for sea-level explosions. For 0

the amplitudes (first principal peak to trough) of the computed wave forms
shown in Fig. 3, we find that the best fit to Eq. (3.13) gives 1) - 0.0075
dynes/cm2 KT and Y - 4.4 )( 106 KT. The degree of fit Is indicated in

Fig. 4. For contrast, the line p - 1)' Y KT06 (derived from flsrkrider's

computations) is also plotted, where D' is selected such that the curve
agrees with (3.13) at a yield of 5 MT. The discrepancy shows that this
model more nearly exhibits yield-amplitude -roportionality than does
llarkrider's. For reasons discussed during the derivation of(l2) we are
not sure that our source model is adequate in the quantitative description
of the deviation from yield-amplitude proportionality. However,the fact
that the computed wave forms conform to this proportionality over such a
wide range of yields tends to support our thesis that the model is insensi-
tive to the choice of Rref provided that the constant K in Eq. (3.10)is
correct.

In Fig. 5, three computed waveforms are shown for a given yield, A
given observer location, and a .iven ,.d• .... •, .. c, . - fbu ji varinable
height of burst. The amplitude of the entire wave train is neen to increase
with height of burst below some altitude (seen in Fig. 6 to be a fuuction
of yield), above which the amplitude decreases. The deciae.-e in amplitude
is greater for the later arriving high-frequency 'acoustic' rortion of
the wave fones.

Yn Fig. 6, the normalized amplitude p /Y (see 1.g. 5) is pl.itted
versus height of burst for a number of yieTW Y. Al aoioigh the details
vary, the general shape of all such curves is similar. At lower altitudej,
the ampll-ude increases slowly with height of burst, reaches a waximum at
a height somewhere between 25 and 50 kin, then decrease- at a relatively
rapid rate with subsequent increaging height.

The,;eneral shape of the amplitude-burst height curve& mray be interpreted
with the aid of the general formulation and a few additio-ial considerations.
For the most part, we expect that the earlier low-frequency portion may be
considered as carried by a single composite mode [Rretherton, 1969; Gar'rctt,
1969a, 1)] which is the real atmosphere's counterpart ol Che edge mode discoverad
by Lamb [1910) for the isothermal atmosphere. Thdt the numerical cnof,putatior.s
of dispersion curves suggest the existence of such a mode ha9 been pointed
out by Press and Harkrider [1962], who use the descriptive phrase 'pseudo
mode' to denote the fact that its dispersion curve coincides with tb'ee
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of mathematically distinct modes over different frequency ranges.

In the paper by Pierce, Posey, and llff [1971] it is argued on this
basis that the lower frequency portion of the waveform should vary with
height of burst z as

0

Pamp JY KT [Pref/P0(2o)](Y-1)/Y/ 1 1 + (.charTy)2] (3.15)

where J is a constant, independent of burst height and of yield. Note
that T does, however, depend on height.

Yhe factor [l/p I(Y-l)/y in (3.15) increases monotonically with height,
although at a relatively slow rate compared with i/p 0 since (y - 1)/y is

only 2/7 . Thus, were it not for the denominator [1 + (wTy) 2 ], the quantity

(Eq. 3.15) would increase indefinitely with height. As it is, the expression
reaches a maximum at some finite height, then decreases due to the increase
of T y with height of burst as 1/po1/3 . The altitude at which this maximum

is obtained depends on yield and clearly decreases with increasing yield. This
is in accord tirth the results shown in Fig. 6.

To check to what extent Eq. (3.15)quantitatively accounts for the
variation exhibited in Fig. 6. we plot a selected portion of these curves
in Fig. 7 along with corresponding plots of FA1. (3.15) The values Wchar = 0.018:

-lc3
sec and J - 3qO ubars/MT were determined taking Y a 4.4 X103 MT

O

and D = 7.5 L'bars/MT for a ground-level burst. Considering the limitations
of the approximation, we consider the agreement to be relatively good.
In effect, a good prediction of amplitude-height dependence was made using
only a knowledge of amplitude-yield dependence for a ground-level burst.

It should be pointed out that the validity of the source model is open
to question (more so than for low-yield low-altitude bursts) when WcharTy

becomes comparable to 1. Nevertheless, it is guatifying that the model
does predict the amplitude to eventually decrease when the burst height is
raised beyond a certain point. Any other behavior would certainly be
unacceptable on physical grounds.

We are unable to explain the discrepancy between our derived height of
burst effect and those presented in the figures in Weston's [1962] paper.

We have not found any errors in Weston's formulation which might account
for this. However, in view of the fact that we can quantitatively account
for discrepancies between our results and those obtained independently by
Harkrider [1964], we are of the opinion that there was a coding error in
the computation of Weston^s wave forms.
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Chapter IV

AN APPROXIMATE THEORY BASED ON

LAMB'S ATMOSPHERIC EDGE MODE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Lamb edge mode theory has previously been described in some
detail in the papers by Pierce and Posey [1971], Posey and Pierce [19711,
Fosey and Pierce [1972], and in the doctoral thesis by Posey [1971]. The
present chapter summarizes some of the salient aspects of this theory
and its implications.

The basic idea of the theory, in somewhat simplified terms, is that
the wave may be regarded as traveling alonp the ground rather than through
the atmosphere. The situation is analogous to water waves, which one
regards as waves on the surface of water even though there is in principle
some water movement at arbitrary depths below the surface. That such a
description is possible for pressure pulses in the atmosphere was demon-
strated for the special case of a constant temperature atmosphere bv Lamb
in 1q10.

ttowever, the counterpart of this type of motion for realistic
(nonisothermal) atmospheres was not clearly rrcoanzable in theoris of.
wave propagation until BretLherton (1969) and Garrett (1969a,b) derived
formulas governing the propagation of constant frequency (sinusoidal) waves
of this type. Of key importance in this respect is the wave disperision,
whereby waves of lower frequency travel faster than waves of higher
frequency. The Lamb type of wave (called Lamb's mode) does not exhibit
any dispersion for the isothermal atmosphere and this would clearly be
inadequate to explain the data since the shape of the waveform changes
r3dically with increasing distance from the explosion. Bretherton and
Garrett's contribution was to show how one might derive formulas govern-
ing this dispersion in a fairly simple manner.

Given the basic idea that the wave is propagating as a surface wave
in the real atmosphere's counterpart of Lamb's guided mode, one can
consider the wave arriving at a given point to have travelled along a
curved path (horizontal ray path) which connects the explosion and the
recording site. [See Fig. 8] The determination of these paths may be
made using the same principles which explain why light rays are bent when
they pass from air to water. The speed of waves in traveling along these
paths is an average of the sound speed and wind velocity profiles above
the path. The distortion of the waveform as it moves along the path is
governed by an equation similar to that used In the study of sonic boom
shock waves In the atmosphere and to that derived by Korteweg and de Vries
in 1895 to ey)laln why water waves do not necessarily break. As the wave
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moves from point to point along the path, its amplitude continuously
adjusts itself such that wave action (a quantity similar to energy)
is conserved. Tihe pertinent formulas representing, just how this guided
wave is excited by the detonation of a nuclear explosion are derived
by matching the guided wave onto a solution valid at close-in distances.

An important result of the theory is that the shape of the waveform
recorded at any given point (providing the clock recording the wave is
speeded up or slowed down just the right amount) depends on just one
number, the ratio of a characteristic time for the explosion itself to
a quantity (also having the units of time) which is an average of the
properties of the atmosphere over the range of profiles above the rath.
The amplitude of the waveform depends on a number of ouantities, the most
important probably being the spread of the ray paths. If a number of
paths should be caused to focus (just as light is focused by a magnifying
glass) larger amplitudes may be expected. This appears to be the explantion
of the data reported by Wexler and Hass [1962].

In regards to the relation of the Lamb mode theory to the multimode
theory on which INFRASONT.C WAVEFORMS is based, a principal virtue of the
Lamb mode theory is its simplicity. One may note that the development of
the theory of long-range atmospheric pressure pulse propagation since the
early pioneering work of Rayleigh [1890], Lamb [19101, Taylor [1929],
Solberg [1936], Pekeris [1939,1948] and Scorer [I 50] has largely been
towards progcessively more complicated, albeit realistic, models [e.g.
Yamamoto 1957: Hunt, Palmva-d Penney 1960t Cazaryan 1961; V. H. Weston 1961,
1962 ; Pfeffiraid Zarichnv 1962: Premarljiarkrider 1q62; Westoniand Van Hulsteyn
1962: Clarke 1963; Harkrider 1964: Van Hulstevn 1965; Pierce 1965 , 1967
MacKInnon 1967, 1968 ; Balachandran.•d Donn.1968; Nelson, Singhaus and
'¶cNiel 1968: BaJ--handran 1968, 1970; P.erce, Poseyand lliff 1971.1 Notable
exceptions to t. .3 general trend are the works of Rcw [1967], Hines [1967]
and Tolstoyand Herron [1970]. although these are concerned with waves which
are propagating primarily in the ionosphere rather than near the Earth's
surface.

Even with the aid of a large digital computer, agreement with data
of multimodal calculations tends to be spasmodic. The reasons for this
are not entirely clear: it may be due to incorrect assumptions concerning
the atmospheric profiles or concerning the source mechanisms, to the neglect
of horizontal variations in the atmosphere, or of dissipative processes in
the upper atmosr" -,, C. accumulat1xe far-field non-linear effects. Since
the implicati&..., of e.,istinp multi-mode theories such as those of Harkrider
[1964], MacKinnon [1967] or Pierce and Posey [1970] are difficult to explore
without the aid of a large digital computer, the inverse problem of determining
imperfectly known aggregate properties of the source or atmosphere from
empirical waveforms appears formidable. Even if the computer-assisted
solution of the inverse r-: .Lem were feasible, one's confidence in its
predictions should be at best marginal in view of the inherent meagre insight
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affot, d by a theory which relies on a lengthy sequence of computations,
which tends to obscure the causal relationships between input and output
variables. One does not know, in addition, just what a priori realistic
extensions to the existitig simplified model are necessary, without first
making such extensions and then exploring their consequences by numerical
experiment. A possible trend could be towards an overly detailed model,
rather than towards the achievement of the simplest possible model adequate
to explain the existing data. That the latter is a desirable goal is a
premise which with we believe most investigators will agree.

One theme which has pervaded much of the discussions of the empirical
data [see, for example, Dotmiald Ewing 1962] is that the early portion of
the waveform may be considered as being that of a single composite mode.
Press ma Harkrider [1962] noted that the phase velocity versus period curves
for a realistic atmospheric profile tend to be arranged such that a single
curvc of nearly constant phase velocity extending over a wide range of
periods way b2 constructed by the connection of the horizontal segments
of a number of individual modal dispersion curves. This composite mode
is evidently the real amephere's counterpart of the edge mode (with
constant phase velocity equal to the sound speed) predicted by Lamb [19101
for the isothermal atmosphere model. The fact that Scorer [1950] found
only one mode for a profile with the atmosphere above the tropopause
idealized by an isothermal halfspace suggests that the other portions of
the Pressan Harkrider dispersion curves correspond to waves guided at
relatively high altitudes. This has been supported by various numerical
experiments [see, for example, Harkridet aid Wells 19681 as well as byexa-mitaton of che height profiles associated with different frequencles
and different modes [Pfeffer&i Zarichny 19631.

As mentioned above, the development of an analytical theory for the
1ropagation of Lamb's edge mode in realistic atmospheres was initiated only
relatively recently by Bretherton [1969] and by Garrett [19 6 9a, b].
Bretherton showed how the mode's phase velocity may be found to first order
in deviations of the sound speed profile from that of an isothermal atmosphere
and to first order in the wind velocity, while Garrett extended the method
to higher orders and thus succeeded in finding the dispersion of the mode.
The latter paper by Garrett [1969b] gives a detailed discussion of the
applications of the theory based on the edge mode to the analvsis of empirical
waveforms, as well as of the limitations of the theory. In spite of the
relative simplicipy of the Bretherton-Carrett model, it appears to be
adequate for the explanation of the gross propagation speeds and dispersive
characteristics of empirical waveforms, although it does not (at least to
the extent which the perturbation series has yet been carried) explain
more subtle features such as the inverse dispersion suggested by the data
analysis of Domaod Ewing [1962J.

The work by the present authors in regards to the edge mode theory has
concentrated on the development of a relatively sinple model for theoretical
synthesis of transient waveforms recorded at large distances from nuclear
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explosions. The model developed would appear to give a relatively simple
explanation ef (I) the magnitude of the amplitudeo of the first few peaks,
(i) the periods between the first few peaks, (III) the fact that records
almost always begin with a positive pressure rise, and (iv) the anomalies
in the spatial distribution of recorded peak overpressures that have been
reported by WexaranI lHass 11962]. (Item (iii) above is unfortunately riot
widely aý-preciated, due to the fact that noise often obscures the early
part of the record arid that some of the published records have inadvertently
been published with the positive pressure axis extending downwards. Professor
Donn has informed us that this was the case in the paper by Donn and Shaw [1967].
The first three items are also explained by the more elaborate multimode
theories [see, for example, flarkrider 19641 and we accordingly demonstrate
that the edge mode model gives results similar to the multimode calculations
of Pierce, Posey, and liff [19711 for the first few cycles. The advantage of the
edge mode model is its simplicity, which allows an exploration ot effects
whose consideration may have been prohibitively difficult within the context
of existing multimode theories. Such effects include accumulative far-field
non-linear effects, the effects of terrain variations and the effects of
horizontal atmospheric variations.

4.2 DISPERSION OF LAMIB'S MODE

In our development of a theory for the propagation of Lamb's edge mode,
we consid.red a secuence of idpelized moyn. A'11h i-i dispersion r-.at.on
was taken for a temperature and wind-stratified atmosphere above a rigid flat
ground at z - z , with only slight and unimportant modifications from thatg
previously derived by Garrett (1969a, b). The re ulting expression relating
angular frequency w and horizontal wave number k as given by Pierce and
Posey [19711 is to first order in c given by

S- (c , + v )k + 0(c 2 ) (4.1)
11 Lk

Hfere c is any convenient parameter characterizing the order of magnitude
of iC(z) - c 1./c where cc:) is the hetght dependent sound speed and cl

(L for Lamb) is some constant value representative of the lower atmosphere.
One may choose c and also a mean wind velocity IL in such a manner that

they are given by the equations

1fcI2 =(<l/C; v m(< (4.2)

where, for any f(z),

f -t dz/ fedz (4.3)
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with 2y((4.4)

representing the height profile of what, in the isothermal case, may be
construed as the ',latic energy density for Lamb's edge wave. Here p (z)
and Po(z) represent the ambient pressure and density of the actual
atmosphere. Thc integration limits should bc, zg and some 4elftively large
value of z . In Eq. (4.1), viLk is an abbreviation for v .Ck where

ck is the tnit vector pointing in the direction of the horizontal wave

number k. "fhus, to first order in c , the dispersion relation is thatappropriate to an isothermal atmosphere (sound speed c 1 ) with constant

horizontal wind velocity v .

The definitions one may adopt for c 1  and v1  are restricted only

to first order in r. There is no a priori reason for preferring any one
of alternate definitions which differ in second order. The definitions we
took were chosen such that the resulting second order terms (which actually
govern the dispersion) are of relatively simple form.

To second order in C , the dispersion relation obtained by (;arrett
[1969a] may be rewritten (albeit with some lengthy manipulation) in the
form

w - McL + VLk + akk)-k(k2 - kBL 2)hkk, (4.5)

where

akk - 131(2 c L)J(I((Z) - ZVL) e e2> (4.6a)

.-+ -* 3 2>
hkk 2L C + 2D.ekcL I (4.6b)

wtith z

C(z) - l(z) (z)(c -c )dz (4.6c)

z

D(z) • z (z) - L)dz. (4.6d)

g

It should be noted that the latter two quantities both remain bounded at
high altitudes by virtue of the definitions in Eqs. (4.2-4). The qygtity
kBL which appears lit Eq . (4.5) is w BL/cI, where w BL (Y - cL is
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the Brunt-Vgisala frequency for an Isothermal atmosphere with sound
speed c1 . The form of the second-order terms In the dispersion relation
would tend to suggest that the approximation is best for frequencies of
the order of the Brunt-Vgis&la frequency, rather than in the limit of low
frequency. Fortunately, the dominant frequencies in pressure waveforms
at large distances from nuclear explosions are of the same order of magnitude.
[A detailed derivation of the above equations Is given by Poscy (1971).]

One may note that Eq. (4.5) may also be written in the form

(t - cEk - hkkk3 (4.7)

where
2

c cL + v + a +11 kkBL (4.8)

Tn order to facilitate comparison of Eq. (4.7) with the numerically
determined multi-mode disperston curves, it may 1)e expressed in a form
expressing frequency w, as a function of phase velocity v M wlk.

p

w - v"[(v" - c,.)/hki] 1/2 (4.9)

Figure 9 is a representative comparison between this relation and tile
multi-mode curves for the same atmosphere. The lower 225 km of the model
atmosphere used, as listed in Table I , was selected to represent average
conditions between Johnston Island anc. Berkeley, California for the month
of October, based on data from the Uaajhnnk nf Cenphynlrc and -nA _-a
Environments [Valley, 1965] and from the 1965 COSPAR International Reference
Atmosphere [COSPAR, 19651. The direction of propagation is along the great
circle path from Johnston Island to Berkeley, 350 north of east. Since the
Larmb mode dispersion is only weakly affected by conditions above 115 km
[Posey, 1971], the computation of Eq. (4.9) uses only the model atmosphere
below this altitude. The edge mode propagation parameters are found to
be c E - 0.318 km/sec and hkk - 0.132 km3 /sec. Notice that the agreement

is within 0.2% in the flat portions of rRo, S, and S for frequencies
up to 0.07 sec- 1 (periods down to about 90 sec), which, as discussed by
Posey [1971] ,are relatively insensitive to the atmosphere above 110 km.

Garrett [1969b] has discussed the effect of imposing an arbitrary
boundary impedance at a given altitude z - i1 . lie finds that the relative

variation in the phase velocity of the edge mode is cJ the order eM-I(21s)
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MOD&L AIN0SP"LRL OF 34 LAYLRS

L AYELR 1 IT H c VA VY

3f* 225.00 INfINIVL INFINITE 0.8014 0.0 O.0
33 205.00 Z25.00 20.00 0.7655 0.0 0.0
J2 M95.00 205.4'0 4QquU 0.7469 0.0 0.0

J1 165.0J 195.00 10.0u 0.7279 0.0 0.0

30 175.00 185.00 10.00 0.7097 0.0 0.0
i9 165.00 175.00 10.00 0.6882 0.0 0.0

28 155.Ou 165.00 10.00 0.6584 0.0 0.0
27 145.00 155.00 10.00 0.6093 0.0 u.0
26 135.00 145.00 10.00 0.5*u13 0.0 0.0

25 125.00 135.00 10.00 0.4783 0.0103 0.0
2* 115.00 125.%0 10.00 0.4007 0.0206 0.0
23 I05.00 115.00 10OO0 0.3168 0.0309 0.0

22 -. 0O0 105.00 10.00 0.2833 0.0103 0.0
21 85.00 95.00 10.00 0.2718 -0.0051 0.0300

20 75.00 85.00 10.00 0.2725 0.0077 0.0
19 ts.Oo 75.00 10.00 002869 0.0206 0.0
18 55.00 65.Ca 10.00 0,3104 0.0216 0.0
17 45.O0 55.00 10.00 003230 0.0216 0.0
16 40.00 '5.UO0 5.00 003261 0.0175 0.0

L1 35.O0 40.U3 5.00 03161 0.0082 0,0
14 3u.00 35.00 5.uo 03084 0.0021 0.U

13 !5.0 0 30.00 6.0 0 0.3019 -0.0021 0.0000
12 20.00k 50 U 5.00 012930 -0.0072 0.0000

11 15.00 20.LO 2.00 0.2869 -0.0058 -0.0021

10 J 160 0 18.00 2.00 O.2819 0.0055 0.0055
9 14.00 16.00 2.00 0.2869 0.0100 0.0040

8 12.O0 1'..00 2.Uti 0.2938 O.u139 0.0

7 10.LO 12.00 2.00 0.3005 0.0154 0.0

i 8.00 10.uu 2.00 0.3078 0.03!)9 0.01
5 f.00 He 00 2.00 0.311 (, 0.0090 0.0
4 ,.00 6.00 2.00 0.3230 0.0046 0.0

J 2.UO *4.UO 2.00 093,92 0.0046 0.0

2 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.3400 0.0011 -0.0011

1 0.0 1.00 1.00 0.3424 0.0011 -0.C01l

YB-HEIGHT OF LAYER 8JT!OM IN KM

IT.-HEIGHT Of LAYLR TOP IN KN
H awIOTH OF LAYE• IN KM
C -SOUND SPLIU IN KMISEC
VX-X CCMP. 04- WINO VEL. IN KM/SEC
VY-Y COMP. OF wIND VEL. IN KM/SEC

Table 1. Representative wind and sound speed profiles above 300N, 140 0 W
for October. This model is based on Valley's f19651 Figs. 2.2, 2.4, 2.5
and 4.11 and table 4.21 and on the data on p. 46 in COSPAR [1965].
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Figure 9. Comparison of approximate edge mode dispersion curve (dashed
line) with guided mode dispersion curves obtained by numerical solution
of the acoustic-gravity wave eigenvalue problem (solid lines). The
nomenclature labelling the acoustic-gravity wave modes is that of Press and
Ilarkrfder (1962).
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(where H is a scale height) for plausible variations in the boundary
Impedance. The agreement between the independently derived dispersion
relations showy. in Fig. 9 seems to substantiate this.

A relation for the group velocity, v = dw/dk, can also be found
from Eq. (14.7),

vg cE 3hk 2 (4.10)

and a comparison of this with the viulti-mode curves for the same model
as described above is shown in Fig. 10.

A FORTRAN computer program which, among other quantities, evaluates
the various Lamb mode propagation constants cL, VL9 hkk' CE, etc., for

an arbitrary multilayered atmosphere was writtdn during the contract and
is giveii in Posey's doctoral thesis [Posey, 1971],

4.3 THEORETICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR EDGE MODE WAVEFORMS

Th. 7eneral results of the theoretical development by Pierce and
Posey [1971] of the. excitation and propagation of Lamb's atmospheric edge
mode from nuclear explosions is sunmnarized here. The general expression
for the acoustic pressure signature at a point x at times t is given by

p(xt) (c L T Y Y3/2 2 L 2(db/d)7 (ts,9), (4.11)

where D is a numerical constant given by (KCO.50)

D - K,6(y - 1)(2 - y)4-T O.Ol3 (4.12)

-while V(,'X , 0 ) is a dimensionless quantity given by

* 4 112A(x)A(x )c (c + v
_66__6_)_0_LO L U 01/ X 1127~? (4.13)

pv(xo)cL l cLeFL, +, Lv)

with

Al/y (My/po( (lh) - (1/2)^•x p o)= P ( (4,.14)
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Figui~e 10. Comparison of multi-mode and edge mode group velocity curves.
These curves are appropriate for propagation 350 north of east ina the
atmosphere of Table 1.
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Here x denotes the observation location, xn the source location,
(or ~xg ) the point on the ground directly below the observer (or

source). The subscript 0 implies the corresponding quantity is evaluated
for the atmosphere at the source location. The quantity g in Eq. (4.11)
is the acceleration of gravity, E is the total energy released by the
explosion, Ty is the source characteristic time defined by Eq. (3.3) in

the present report. The quantity dr/dO is a parameter which allows for
focusing [Fig. 8] or defocusing of horizontal ray paths caused by
departures of the atmospheie from perfect stratification (i.e., horizontal
variations) and formally is defined as the ray channel width per unit
angle 0 with which horizontal ray paths exit from the source location.
For a perfectly stratified atmosphere but with the earth curvature correction
(bee Sec. 3.1.1 of the present report) included, it is given by

db/dO = re sin(r/e ) (4.15)

The function *(s,t,G) which appears in Eq. (4.11) is given by

T Y J ra - t T
, f Ai + T H(i)dp (4.16)

where Ai(x) is the Airy function, defined by

Ai(x) = -- J- cos(v 3 /3 + xv)dv (4.17)

and where
'I

MW - ( - Ejexp(- O•[• 12 d& U(P)

(4. is)

- + 2)exp(- exp(y 2yU(P)

gives the characteristic waveform time dependence for the Lamb edge mode
in ths intermediate field (before dispersion has had an appreciable
accumulative effect). A plot of this function is given in Fig. 11

In Eq. (4.11), we have also made the abbreviations
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Figure 11. Source futiction, M(p), describing the time variation of the
effective source for Lamb mode excitation by nuclear explosions. Here

- t/Ty , where Ty is a characteristic time for the explosion.
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"* (1/ce)dR ( 4 .19a)

a ( 3 1/3 (4.19b)

for the two characteristic functions s which appear in the integral.
Both of these quantities have the uni of time and are here referred to
as the waveform arrival time and the characteristic dispersion time,
respectively. The parameter s is related to distance t along a
horizontal ray path (see Fig. 8) by the equation

ds CL + VLk cL + vLk
d - = 2L2]/2 1 (4.20)

11k Lj [cL + 2cLvLk +vL

For typical winds in the atmosphere it would appear sufficient to take
s Z.

in the often realized limit of propagation distances sufficientiy
large that Ty /TD << 1 and for arrivals sufficiently early that

t -,Ta << Tb2/TY, Pierce and Posey [197lJ argue that the function

may be suitably approximated by

S- (2/If (Ty/r ) 3/2PP([t - a l/T ) (4.21)

where PP(x) is the function

PP(s) - fJ Al'(a 2 - x)dt . (4.22)

In the limit represented by Eq. (4.21), the acoustic overprensure p,
as given by Eq. (4.11),I s directly proportional to the energy release E .
This is clear since the only other parameter/in the formulation which varies
with energy yield is T and since the T Y factor in Eq. (4.21)

cancels the corresponding factor in the denominator in Eq. (4.11). Note
that this is in accord with the numerical study of Pierce, Oosey, anJ Ilff
[1971]. the results of which are summarized in Sec. 3.3 of the present
report. The result quoted there that, for smaller yields or lower heights
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of burst, the amplitude of the first fe' peaks varies with source height

Z0 as [l/po(zO)] (-I)/• is also indicated by Eq. (4.11).

The value 0.50 of the dimensionless constant K quoted in Eq. (4.12)
turns out to be applicable to both above ground and near surface explosions
since the alternative choices of APref and tref discussed in Secs. 3.2.1

and 3.2.2 are such that Ap eft ref2 is the same in both cases. [See Eq.(3.l0).]

However, in the computation of T as given by Eq. (3.3), one should use

tref - 0.33 sec and tref - 0.416 sec for above ground and near surface

explosions, respectively.

The general shape of the Lamb mode waveform is fully described apart
from a multiplicative time indepeadent quantity by the function 0 . The
numerical plots in Figs. 12 and 13 should give a general indication of the
predictions of Eq. (4.16) for various T y/TD . The Ty/-D " 0.1 curvein Fig.J2 is close

to the limitng case cepresented by Eq.(4.2). It maybe noted from Fig. 13 that the theory
predicts the first peak to be smaller than the second as long as T y/rD < 0.34.

The ratios of the periods to TD in the first few cycles would appear from

Fig. 12 to be relatively insensitive to the value of T Y/D . Thus the

__.lrid . .r.t p t c a, atoL 4.01 whiie the period, second

peak to third peak, is about 2.6TD .

4.4 COMPARISON WITH MULTIMODAL COMPUTATIONS

A cco"p',tcr program encompassinr the edge mode theory was written during
the reporting period by Posey [1971J. The program is, strictly speaking,
in its present form only applicable to atmospheresn..thout horizontal
variations, although it allovs the user the option of specifying three
separate model atmospheres for the computation. One atmosphere, the "source
atmosphere" could be utilized in computing all quantities (0 subscript) in
the coefficient of ý in Eq. (4.11) which correspond to the atmosphere near
the source and in the computation of T_ . Another atmosphere (the "propagdtion
atmosphere") could be utilized in finding those quantities appropriate to the
atmosphere near and above the observer location. Finally, a third atmosphere
could be utilized in the computation of TD and ra and in the computation

of p(s,t,O). The quantity db/dO would either have to be estimated independently
or taken to be given by Eq. (4.15) or by r if r << r ee

The computer program mentioned above enabled us to check, for the case of
a stratified atmosphere, the extent of validity of the single mode hypothesis
(where all modes other than the Lamb edge mode are neglected) by comparison
3f waveforms calculated according to the Lamb edge mode theory with those
computed by the multimode theory as represented by the computer program
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Figure 13, Predicted ratios a 3/al and a 2 /aI of successive peak to

trough amplitudes a1 , a2' and a 3  in far-field edge mode waveforms

produced by nuclear explosions.
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INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS. An example we chose for comparison is that where the
source was a hypothetical IOMT burst at 3 km above Johnson Island and the
observer was at ground level at r - 5600 km at Berkeley, California.
The model atmosphere is as described previously, corresponding to the
dispersion curvel shown in Fig. 9. fhe numerical calculations give
cL - 0.312 km a- , VLk - 0.005 km a- , the source characteristic time

T as 12 a, the eAfective low-frequency sound speed ce as 0.318 km a

the dispersion constait hkk as 0.13 km 3s- , the arrival time ia as

17600 s (4.9 hr), while the characteristic dispersion time TD is
60 s. Thus T y/D is 0.2.

In Fig. 14, the lirst 15 min of (1) an experimental waveform, (2) a
waveform computed according to the multimode theory, and (3) a waveform
computed according to the edge mode theory are simultaneously plotted.
The experimental waveform is that recorded at Berkeley, California following
the megaton claqs Hlotsatonic shot of 1962 October 30 and which is given
by Donnaud Stm|1967] in an inverted form (Professor Donn has informed
us that the maximum peak-to-trough amplitude of this record is about
350 wbar). The second waveform, based on the multimode theory, has what
we regard, all eit subjectively, as a relatively good agreement in waveform
shape and period-time vatiation with the experimental record. The comparison
of central concern here, however, is hatt between the second and third
records. One should note that over the first three cycles the agreement
is substantial. The zero crossings cointide Almost exactly, while thc heights
of i.ndv.dual peaks or depths of individual troughs agree well except for
a discrepancy of 30 per cent in the first peak and first trough. The
greater disagreement at later times is to be expected, in view of the fact
that the higher frequencies arriving at these times may be carried in other
modes corresponding to natural channeling within an altitude region of
lower effective sound speed.

As for those discrepancies which do exist at earlier times, particularly
the 'precursor' dip In the multimode synthesis, it is difficult a priori
to say which theory gives the more nearly correct prediction. The edge
mode theory presented here is sufficiently simple that negligible numerical
err s arise in the computation. On the other hand, the multimode synthesis
is based on numerical computations of inverse Fourier transforms (the
integration variable being frequency), where the limits of integration are
truncated. The truncations Laving the most significant effect are those at
the low frequency cut-offs shown in Fig. 9 which correspond to the transition
from fully-ducted modes to leaky modes [tlarkrider & Wells 1968]. The neglect
of these leaky modes may place spurious precursors in the synthesized waveforms
with periods of the order of the lower cutoff frequency, although hopefully
this neglect will have negligible effect on the dominant portion of the
waveform (the high-frequency part of the apparent precursor is due to the
choi-c of upper integration limit). In contrast, within the context of the
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Figure 14. Observed and theoretical pressure waveforms at Berkeley,
California, following the Housatonic detonation at Johnson Island on
October 30, 1962. The observed waveform is taken from Donn and Shaw [1967].
The energy yield assumed in the theoretical computations was 10 MT. The
maximum peak to trough amplitude of the experimental waveform is about
350 obar.
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edge mode theory presented here, the edge mode is formally fully ducting

down to zero frequency, and there is no occasion to decide whether or
not one should include leaky modes in his computation scheme.

4.5 IMPLICAT1ONS OF THE EDGE MODE THEORY

The edge mode model, being a simplified approximate model, certainly
cannot give a detailed explanation of the existing data, and in many

instances may lead to predict. ons which disagree significantly with the
date. ilowever, if one adopts the view that the edge mode model provides
a iramtwork for discussion of the data, then there is perhaps some merit
in listing a number of the implications of the model, with various
idealizations as to the atmospheric structure. If the predictions do
not agree with the data in some respect, then we may seek to find what
modifications or extensions are necessary to the theory, rather than to
abandon the edge mode model completely,

4.5.1 Variation of waveform period with distance

The theory, in the normal limit when T YD <1, predicts that the

period, first pe 3 to second peak, should increase with distance r from
the source as r foi the stratified atmosphere model. This follows from
Fig. 12 and Eq. (4.19b). The data does show some tiend towards longer
periods at grpatpr diitanerP; hut- the Apntlal vnriations n .with aimut*h_!n

angle are substantial. Since this is a relatively weak dependence on r,
it is difficult to check quantitatively.

4.5.2 Ratios of successive periods

The waveform factors plotted in Fig. 12 suggest that the ratio of the

first two periods (first peak to second peak, second peak to third peak)

should be 4/2.601:5. On the whole, the agreement with data of this
prediction is fair. Periods tend to decrease with increasing time within
a waveform, and in those instances where the peaks may be clearly identified,
the ratio varies between 1.3 and 1,8. For examplu the New Orlea ,La.,
record of 1961 October 30, the ratio (depending on what one interlprets as

the first and third peaks) might be evaluated as 1.5.

4.5.3 Record begins with pressure rise

That the theory predicts this is clear from the curves in Fig. 12. This,
while admittedly a qualitative rather than quantitative prediction, is
reasonably well supported by the data. For example, in those -ecords
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given by Donn et al. [1963] where the positive pressure direction is
indicated, and where one can distinguish the signal onset from the noise,
the first positive pressure peak precedes the first trough.

4.5.4 Ratio of successive peaks

If T y/1 is small (which, as may be noted from the numerical example

in the preceding section, is the normal case) then the first peak should be
lower thqn the second peak and the ratio, first trough to second peak
divided by first peak to first trough, should be about 1.2. The agreement
of this prediction with the data is negligible. On many records the second
peak is actually -;mallcr, and the ratios of the two seem random. The
disagreement may be due to a variety of causes: instrument response,
interference from other modes, higher-order terms in the dispersion relation,
interference from ambient noise, etc.

4.5.5 Variation of waveform amplitude with distance

In the case when there is negligible focusing of horizontal edge mode
rays, the theory, Eqs. (4.11) and (4.15) , p19 icts that wave amplitude varies
with great circle distance r as [sin(r/re)] ;•, while individual peaks of

the waveform factor p, for the stratited atmospher5,mode, decrease with
r in the limitL of smai yIhD As T D or as r-1'1 trom Eqs. (4.19)

and (4.21). Thus amplitude varies in the idealized case as r -/2[sin(r/re)]-1/2

This variation, as previously discussed by llarkrider [19641, agrees
relatively well with the data of Wexler and jls4's '1962], although there are
substantial variations of amplitude with azimuth angle. In Fig. 15, maAimum
amplitudes of synthesized Lamb mode waveforms [Posey, 1971] are compared
with similar results presented by Harkrider [1964) for synthesized multi-
mode waveforms [multiplied by p (z )/p (Z ) as suggested by Pierce, 1965 ]

and with the empirical data presented by Wexler and [lass. The atmospheric
model and the source parameters used in the Lamb mode syntheses are the
same as used by Harkrider; i.e., a 58 MT explosion at an altitude of 3.66 km

in the ARDC standard atmosphere, as shown in Ilarkrider's Fig. 1, with no
winds.

4.5.6 Determination of Explosion Energy from Pressure 4aveforms

One of the more intriguing consequences of the Lamb edge mode theory is
that it affords a simple method which is relatively insensitive to
atmospheric structure for estimating an explosion's energy yield from
expeximental pressure records. As noted in Sec. 4.3, the shape of the
waveform factor p is determined solely by the value of T /I

Y D
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Figure 15. Comparison of observed and theoretical variation of maximum
amplitude with distance from the source. The results of a series of
Lamb mode syntheses are compared with observations reported by Wexler
and Hlass [1962] and with the results of waveform syntheses performed
by Harkrider [1964] using a multi-mode formulation. (tIarkrider's re-
ported amplitudes are here corrected by the factor p (z )/Pc (z ) sug-

gested by Pierce [19651, which in this case is about 0.76.)
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Moreover, the ratios of the periods to T D in the first fcw cycles would

appear from Fig. 1.2 to be relatively insensitive to this ratio. One filnds,
in particular, the period TI,2 between first and sccond peaks is given

by 4.0 1) Thus one can replace the largely apr-iori unknown quantity ri

in the theoretical expressions by T1 /4 . Thp plots in Fig. 12 also show
that thie quantity ;', representing d5e first peak to first trough amplitude
of i, is a slowly varying function of T Y/D . A relatively good appioxim,tlon

(within 10%) for most cases of interest is to set

3 1/(Ty/ D)3/2 ) a 0.9 (4.23)

With the above approximations in mind,one may note that if Eq. (4.11) is
written

p - GP (4.24)

where G is an abbreviation for the quantity in braces in Eq. (4.11), then
the absolute pressure variation pFPT from thle first peak to the firsc

trough should be given by

PFPT " G a 1  (4.25)

or , from Eq. (4.23) and the approximation T T12 /4, as

PFPT m (G)(0.9)(4Ty/T 1 , 2 ) 3 / 2  426)

When the expression for C is inserted and one solves for E, one
finds

E eL db/2 l 3/2

" PFPT T 32 (4.27)7.2 DV g1,

where the various quantities are as defined in Sec. 4.3.

This can be further simplified if a number of plausible assumptions
are made: (1) the atmosphere is assumed to be horizontally stratified;
(2) the ground level pressure at source and observer is taken to be one
atmosphere; (3) the observer is considered to be on the ground; and (4) wind
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velocities are considered small compared to the sound speed. In this
event, one finds the enrgy yield to be given by (in equivalent kilotons
of TNT)

Y - B sin A(r e)[Po()] cr)T1,21 3 PFPT (4.28)

where B - 0.199 If p is measured in atmospheres, PFPT As measured in

Pbar, c in km/sec, T in seconds, and Y in KT.

Equation (4.28) would Enable one to estimate the yield Y if the
height of burst were knc-wn. Usuol]y, this is not the case. However, the
dependence oi; ambtent pressure or burst iieight is relatively weak. The
variation only amounts to 30% even for heights as great as 10 km. The speed
of cound at the souice can also vary, but generally stays within 15% of
310 m/sec for the first 60 km. Yhus, 4t would appear expedient and not
too gross an approtimation to sct po(xo) equal to 1 atm and to set

c(X ) equal to 310 m/sec. Whnen this is done on- finds

Y - B' sin (r/r2 ) 11 3/2 P (4.29)Y~ ~ ff •)•, FPT•'

where B' has a value cf

B' - 0.034 sjbar- C -3/2 KT (4.30)

Because of the nature of rle approximation outlined above, this prediction
of energy yield may be too large for high altitude explosions or for records
at long ranges from ectall yield explosions (i.e., T /T < 0.2) and too

Y D
small for records at short ranges from large yield sources (i.e.,
T ' ID > 0.2).

The waveform parameters T1,2 and pFPT read from an observed

microbarogram should properly be used in the above yield eLtimation formula
only when the record prior to the second peak represents almost solely the
Lamb mode pressure perturbation. In principle, this can only be the case
when there is negligible background noise, when there is not yet appreciable
contribution to the record from other modes, and when there is negligible
phase shiht due to instrument response.

In order to check the agreement between the approximate Lamb mode
relation and the empirical waveforms, the quantities pFPT and TI,2 were

measured on a number of records presented by Harkrider [1964] and by Donn
and Shaw [1967]. The explosion sources for the records (generally recorded
at more than one geographic location) are labeled a through n (see Table II).
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Bith's Yield T 1 2 (sec) p(iibar) Source of

event date Estimate (MT) R--L) ,2 P icrobarogram

a 9/10/61 10 3676 193 100 DS

6644 280 70 DS

b 9/11/61 9 8000 229 125 11

c 9/14/61 7 6569 258 61 DS

d 10/4/61 8 8000 220 80 H

e 10/6/61 11 6674 300 59 DS

8000 390 45 It

f 10/20/61 5 8000 310 21 II

g 10/23/61 25 6677 376 280 DS

h 10/30/61 58 6688 400 500 DS

5631 540 133 DS

8000 690 140 H

1 10/31/61 8 5717 386 25 DS

j 514/62 3 5375 200 36 DS

k 6/10/62 9 2177 187 125 PS

1 6/12/62 6 2172 200 55 DS

m 6/27/62 24 2192 187 264 DS

5393 433 83 DS

9307 500 90 DS

9350 467 90 DS

n 7/11/62 12 2185 200 180 DS

Table II. Observed amplitudes and periods. This data corresponds to
empirical microbarographs published by Donn and Shaw [19671 and by

Harkrider [1964], refered to as DS and H, respectively. (a-i, U.S.S.R.
explosions; J-n, U.S. explosions).
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The recvrds used include all of those in these two data collections for
which Bath [19621 gives a source yield estimate, for which the pressure
scale could be determined and for which the first cycle of the signal is
recognizable above the background noise. Pressure amplitudes for Harkrider's
records were computed using his microbarograph response data. Pressure
amplitudes for the Donn and Shaw records were determined according to the
premises (W. Donn, private communication) that (a) all records recorded
by Lamont type A microbarographs are to the same scale and (b) the clip
to clip amplitude of off scale oscillations was 350 1bars. The ordinate
in Fig. 16 gives pJ/fsin-12(r/re)J in pbar MT-1 where Y is the

explosion yield in MT. The absceirsa gives the period T1 , 2 in s . Note

that the plot is full logarithmic. The solid line represents the
theoretical relation of Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30).

Although Posey and Pierce [1972J have demonstrated that the value
of the constant B' in Eq. (4.29) is somewhat sensitive to the assumed
form of the negative phase of the blast wave at close-in distances, it
-ppears that the value actually derived gives the optimum fit to the data.

The scatter about the theoretical curve could be due to various causes
other than interference with the Lamb mode by other modes and by noise.
One possibility which seems especially likely is the variation in amplitude
due to the horizontal refraction and subsequent focusing and defocusing
caused by departures of the atmobphere from perfect stratification.

One may properly argue that the plot in Fig. 16 at best only demonstrates
that estimates of yield based onr the oiy outlined here are consistent
with Bath's estimates., Thus it may be of some interest here to briefly
review the basis for Bath's estimates.

According to Bath, the yields of the U.S.S.R. atmospheric tests of

October 23 and October 30, 1961, were announced as 25 and 58 MT, respectively,
and Btth says that American estimates set the height of bursL for each at

about 3600 meters. By ignoring height of burst effects and assuming a

linear relation between yield and amplitude of the seismic surface wave as
recorded at any given station in Sweden for all air blasts above the
Novaya Zemlya test site, Bath estimates the yields of the remaining
atmospheric explosions in the fall, 1961, Soviet test series. Each estimate
is an average based on from 3 to 11 observations. BIh feels that these
estimates (shown in his Table XI1) are "fairly reliable". He also gives
estimates for the yields of some of the atmosphiric tests conducted by the
U.S. near Christmas Island in 1962, apparently based on seismic energy
estimates from seismic surface waves recorded at Uppsala, Sweden, and
assuming a constant seismic coupling factor a [seismic energy/yield] of

21910-. One might tend to believe that Bath's yield estimates for the
Novaya Zemlya shots are probably more reliable than for the Pacific shots
because results from several observations were averaged to get the former
and because the latter were much further from Sweden. One may note also
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Figure 16. Comparison of data with the theoretical relation between
amplitude and pe:iod of infrasonic waveforms generated by nuclear explosions.
The data points are lettered a to n corresponding to particular events
defined in the text.
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that Bath's estimates are based on the following general relation
betweer the yield and the Richter scale magnitude M:

M - 5.1 + 0.7 log a Y

where a is the seismic coupling factor.

4.5.7 The anomalous spatial variations in amplitude may be explained
in terms of focusing or defocusing of horizontal ray paths

This prediction is based on the pvesence of the factor (db/dO)-1/ 2

in the denominator of Eq. (4.1.1) where (db/dO)dQ is the ray channel width
separating rays 0 and 0 + dO. Such anomalous amplitude variations have been
reported in some detail for pressure waves recorded following the Soviet
explosion of 1961 October 30, by Wexler and Hams [1962]. For example, the
amplitudes recorded in Illinois tended to be 2 to 4 times larger than those
re-o~ded in Nebraska or Kansas. The ray equations suggest that,
if IVLI " c , the ray paths are nearly perpendicular to lines connecting
stations which receive the pressure wave simultane3usly. Thus the model
would suggest that one might be able to predict regions where anomalously
high or low amplitude waveforms are recorded from an examinption of lines
of constant arrival time. This is in fair accord with the data exhibited
by Wexler & Hlass.

WCAlCL and iHass [i962] give lines of constant arrival times over the
entire globe and lines of constant amplitude over the northern hemisphere
for the wave generated by the Soviet explosion of October 30, 1961, at
Novaya Zemlya. Records from about 1000 barographs were used in determining
these lines. They also show a plot of average amplitude vs. colatitude
from the source. For the most part, these were meteorological barographs
designed to record much slower pressure variations than the 1 to 10 minute
periods characteristic of the strongest portion of the explosively generated
acoustic-gravity waves. Wexler and Hass also state that most of the charts
had a recording speed of only 9 hour/in. This suggests that they might
be relatively insensitive to the details of oscillations with periods of
15 minutes or less such as are of interest here and that one could introduce
significant time errors through inaccurate mounting of the paper (15 min
is only 1/36 inch on the chart). While the above considerations suggest
that one not place too great a reliance on the quantitative results presented,
some valuable qualitative information on large scale anomalies in waveform
arrival time and amplitude is certainly present. (One may note that the
greatest rippling in the lines of constant arrival occur in the U.S. and
Western Europe, where the density of reporting stations is large.)

For the reasons discussed above, we decided for the present that
detailed or elaborate computations of Lamb mode propagation parameters from
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existing atmospheric data were not warranted by the accuracy of Wexler
and [lass' arrival time and amplitude daca ( a portion of which is
reproduced in Figs. 17 and 18 here). Instead, it seemed appropriate
to conduct a simple qualitative comparison between the Wexler and Hass
data and the portions of the sea level and 500 mb (about 6 kin) northern
hemisphere weather maps for 1200 GMT, October 30, 1961, which are
reproduced in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. That is, by an examination
of the weather maps, assuming that the average cL is about the same for

rays which are never separated by more than a few hundred kilometers, and
taking winds to be geostrophic (parallel to the isobars, clockwise around
a high pressure area and counterclockwise around a low in the northern
hemisphere, and monotonically increasing in strength with the pressure
gradient), one should be able to judge qualitatively how CE, which is
approximately cL + vLk, varies and whether or not the undulations in the

lines of constant arrival and/or the amplitude anomalies reported by Wexler
and Hass are due to this variation. Of course, implicit in such a comparison
is the assumption, which is not necessarily true, that both the earliest
observation arJ the wave's largest amplitude are due to the Lamb edge mode.
The former is more likely true than the second.

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumej that the general atmospheric
circulation pattern, i.e., the variation of VLP is qualitatively represented

by the winds at 500 mh. in F 2 the m-icrcentersof low ug high ambien.
pressure indicated in Fig. 20 are shown and numbered (L 1 through L6 for the

lows, and Ill, It2 and H3 for the highs). At each location the direction of

the geostrophic wind is indicated by the arrows. The location of the 58 MT
blast at Novaya Zemlya (73.820N, 53.570E accordini to Donn and Shaw [1962])
is shown by a star. As a ray propagates through the center of a low pressure
system, the rays to its right should propagate more rapidly and those to
its left more slowly because of the counterclockwise circulation. The opposite
is true at the center of a high.

An unrefracted ray (great circle path from source) through low pressure
center L. would pass through Alaska, so that the Lamb wave should be retarded
in its arrival along the northern coast of Alaska and western Canada relative
to its arrival just to the west. The presence of the high H indicates a
retarded c E over the northern Canadian islands relative to the western
coast of Greenland and an increased c down the eastern coast. All of these
contentions are supported by the undulations of the 1200 GMT arrival line
shown in Fig. 17.

The low pressure center 1.4 is just about on the 1300 GMT line, so
that its effect should be evident in the changes from 1200 to 1400 GMT, and,
indeed, while the former is fairly straight north of L4 , the latter displays
a wigglc consistent with increasing cE from east to west just below L4.
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Fig. 17. Observed Arrival Time of an Infrasonic Wave. The source of
the wave is the Soviet thermonuclear blast over Novaya Zemlya, October 30,
1961, at about 0830 GMT, and the recording instruments are barographs at
weather stations or on ships. The dashed rectangle indicates the portion
of the northern hemispheric map shown in Figs. 19-21 . (Extracted from
paper by Waxler and Bass [1962].)
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Similarly, the effect of L•, is seen to be consistent with expectation
from a comparison of tne 1200 and 1400 GMT lines in its vicinity. The
effect of L can be seen by comparing the 1400 and 1600 GMT lines between
about 150 0 E Ind 170 0 W. Changes in cE due to winds about H29 LS, H3 and

L6 are not as clear, but, as can be seen in Fig. 20, each of these except

L is a weak pressure center surrounded by relatively small pressure
gradients and winds. In the portion of the northern hemisphere not shown
in the 500 mbar map of Fig. 20, there were only three strong pressure systems,
of which two, a low Just east of Iceland ard a high over the Caspian Sea,
seem to produie undulations in the time lines consistent with the assumed
variation of vL.

The above comparison shows that many of the irregularities of the
order of 1000 km in the lines ol constant arrival time can be qualitatively
attributed to the variation of vL. Some other large scale irregularities

cannot be explained by the assumed circulation pattern and are probably due
to strong wirds above the 500 mb level which do not conform to that pattern
or to variations in e , which are ignored. A portion of the smaller scale
irregularities could ke due to instrumentation errors.

While the earliest portion of an explosively generated acoustic-gravity
wavetrain is most likely due to the Lamb mode, the largest amplitude may
or may not be due solely to the Lamb mode, depending primarily upon ducting
conditions above the observer. Thus, it would not be suprising should thp
amplitudc anomalies of Fig. 13 not be as easily explained by the Lamb mode
theory as are the arrival time irregularities.

In order to determine whether the observed large scale variations in
overpressure amplitude (of the order of 1000 kin) are the result of
horizontal refraction due to variations in cE , the empirical lines of
constant arrival are assumed to be lines of constant phase for the Lamb
mode. That is, rays should be nearly perpendicular to these lines, so
that a concave line would lead to focusing of the Lamb mode rays while
a convex line would lead to deforusing. This effect is witnessed in some
instances, such as in the Atlantic, where the convex lines of constant
ph~ase in the east are accompanied by small observed amplitudes and the
concave lines in the middle Atlantic are accompanied by larger amplitudes.
However, some of the pronounced amplitude variations, such as the increase
over Indochina, cannot be explained by the assumed Lamb mode refraction
pattern.
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CHlAPTER V

A SHORT PERIOD MODEL FOR

WAVES GENERATED BY EXPLOSIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The theories and computational techniques described in the previous
two chapters apply best for interpretation of the lower frequency (2 to
15 minute periods) recorded at very large distance from megaton class
nuclear ex;plosions. We have recently started to develop an alternative
theory applicable to shorter period signals generated by lower yield
explosions or observed at closer-in distances. Ili the present chapter,
the salient features of this theory are briefly reviewed.

5.2 RAY PATHS

The basic mathematical model presumes that the pressure wave
disturbance at any given point somewhat removed from the immediate vicinity
of the point of detonation can be expressed in the form

+. . - . •_. + ~ •-•

rays

where the sum includes one term for each of the geometric acoustic ray
paths which connect tile point of detonation with the observer location,
including those rays which may have been reflected one or more times at
tile ground. (In order to facilitate bookkeeping, it is assumed that the
obse- ation point is never identically on the ground, although it may be
a very small distance above it.)

In the simpler version of tile theory, presently under study, it is
presumed that these ray paths may be taken to be those appropriate for
higher frequency low amplitude disturbances. In the limit, the paths are
independent of frequency and wave amplitude. This approximation does not
necessarily imply a neglerct of nonlinear effects or of frequency dispersion
and has some precedence in the contemporary theories of sonic boom propagation
[yfllitham, 1956; Hayes, llaefell, and Kulsrud 1969] where nonlinear affects
are neglected in the determination of ray paths but included in the
consideration of propagation along rzy tubes.

The method of determination of such ray paths for a temperature and
wind stratified atmosphere has previously been described by one of the
authors in some detail [Pierce, 1966J and a computer program based on that
method is presently in use by W. Ponn and coworkers at Lamont-Doherty
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Geological Observatory. (see, for example, Donn asd Rind [1971]). A sample
plot of such ray paths is shown in Fig. 22. The appropriate ray tracing
equations on which such plots are based are

d*di -(5.2a)

--dic
d- -Vc-C(K.V)v - K x(Vxv) (5.2b)

where, for variable r, x(i) traces ou0 the ray path. Here the ambient
sound spee4 c and the wind.,velocity v are considered as functions of
position x, The quantity K is an auxiliary quantity termed the wave
slowness vector (units of reciprocal velr ity) which also is a function
of the ray time parameter T . At all points 1 is related to * by the
equation

- "*.2 2 2
( K-V) - C K (5.3)
-4- --*

In Eq. (5.2a) , e is the unit vector in the direction of K. Note

that in the absence of winds, K - 1/c and e K is the ray direction.
-4-

Initial conditions on the integration of Eq. (5.2) are that x at T 0
represent the point of detonation and that the ray direction point in some
given direction specified by parameters (0Co0o, )which give the polar and

azimuthal angles which dx/dx initially makes in a coordinate system
with the z axis passing vertically through the point of detonation. Thus
00 and 0o form a means of labeling all rays which emanate from the source.

When a ray meets the ground it is assumed that it reflects specularly
such that incident and reflected rays locally near the ground make the same
angle with the ground. The horizontal components of K do not change on
reflection but the vertical component changes sign. It is of course assumed
that there is no vertical component of wind velocity at the ground.

In the computation scheme we envision, one of the Initial steps would
be to find all initial ray parameter pairs (Po0o ) which correspond to rays

which are governed by the equations described above and which connect the
source and observer positions. Each such ray would then correspond to a term
In Eq. (5.1).
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5.3 PROPAGATION ALONG A RAY SEGHENT

For simplicity in the description of the overall computation scheme
we speak of a ray segment as a portion of a ray path which contains no
ground reflection and• along which the ray does not intersect any of its
neighboring rays (i.e., the ray does not touch a caustic or, equivalently,
the ray tube area does not vanish). While the existence of caustics (i.e.,
the surfaces in space composed of points at which such intersections occur)
must be taken into account in any theory seeking to describe waveforms
at all but very close-in distances, the consideration of these is
postponed until Sec. 5.5.

Along a given oegment, the pressure contribution due to that ray is
taken to be of the following form

Pray = J(4)*(t,t) (5.4)

where a is a parameter characterizing distance along a ray path, specifically
related to distance t along the path by a relation analogous to that of
Eq. (4.20) , i.e.

dt C + wo.e 1 55

tee. + v'

such that v - t for a windless atmosphere. The parameter s is defined
such that it is zero at the point of detonation. Thus any given ray segment
will in general correspond to a finite range of s .

The parameter J(s) in Eq. (5.4) is independent of time and defined
to vary with s in such a manver that wave action [Bretherton and Garrett, 1968]
or, equivalently, the Blokhintzev invariant [Blokhintzee, 1946] is conserved.
Thus

d. ýJ2 ld;/dTIA 0 56

d- c(1- K .- %-- - 0 (5.6)P 0oC u- V)

where Po is ambient density, jId Ji/dT i the ray speed of Eq.(.Ia)

and A is ray tube area. Here A is defined as the (s variable)
cross-sectional area of any given (small) fixed ,be of rays which includes
the ray in queution. Note that the quantity in braces in Eq. (5.6) is
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independent of s . Thus, if J is known at any given value of . , it
can be found easily for any other value of S.

In the simplest limit of geometrical acoustics with nonlinear effect-
neglected, with the neglect of dissipation and with the neglect of any
dispersion induced by the effects of gravity, the remaining factor q, in
Eq. (5.4) satisfies the one dimensional wave equation

at-- + (c + V,.g e) a 0s (5.7)

which has the general solution

= f(t - dg. ) (5.8)
o eq

where f(t) is any arbitrary function and where we have abbreviated

4+ -P.

Ceq = c +v.e (5.9)

as the effective wave speed. However, the approximation represented
by the above equations may not be entirely sufficient, so we have sought
a generalization of the Eq. (5.7) which incorporates other effects.

5.3.1 Dispersion Effects

To incorporate dispersion into Eq. (5.7) we recall that acoustic-gravity
waves in an isothermal atmosphere with constant winds (Pierce, 19663
satisfy a dispersion relation of the general form

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 (5.10)kz (o A/ _ [w 10 _ B )/2 I(k + k )

where 0? - w - k.v is the Doppler shifted angular frequency; k , k, k
are the components of the wave propagation vector. Here w A and wB are the

well known characteristic atmospheric frequencies given by

U4- (y/2)g/c (5.11a)

-"S M (Y-1) 1 2g/c (5. llb)
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If this above dispersion relation is solved for w , one finds to
lowest order in l/k that w - c k , corresponding to nondispersiveeq
propagation. If the next nonzero term is included, one finds

W WCeqk +-! w0 /w (5.12)

where

2 2+ k2 + k2  2
.A - X y x y z B (5.13)

Is a positive quantivy which depends on the direction of the wave
propagation vector k, but not on its magrn'tude.

Suppose now that ý(C,t) in Eq. (5.4) is specified as a function of t at
some point s on a ray segment . Then if * propagates according to the
dispersion re~ation (5.12) , its time variation at any other point s on
the same ray segment should be given by

O(t-s) Re o ()e-[wT +Q/w]dw (5.14)

where

s ds

T -t - 0 (5.15)
g Ceq

j1 .2da
8 c , 9 (5.16)
0 a

and where the Fourier tranafora (o 6Pi) As d se etmas Tlat

4(t,60 ) R Pe 0 (*041-d (5.17)
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Note that the resulting expression for ý(t,s) represented by Eq. (5.14)
would reduce to Eq. (5.8) were it not for the factor exp[-i(1/2) Q/w] in the
Fourier transform. It should be understood, of course, that io(.) is

considered to be largest for higher frequencies than wo . Consistent with
this, one may rewrite (5.14) in the form

it (W2 2 .1/2

i(t,s) Re 00o0Me-iWt e prop ( eff dw (5.18)

where

s ds (5.19a)tprop fs 0Ceq

W2 =Q/tp o (5.19b)
eff prop

2
may be interpreted as the propagation tine and an averaged value of

along the ray segment, respectively. 0

_ * fexy Eq. .... a a c nv... t o...a.. ....... l in Lh .u.u.

,(ts) - J G(t - to, s ,So)0(t ,O )dW° (5.20)

where the Green's function is given by

S) p ( 2_ 2 )1/2

G(t - tosso) - e e prop eff dw (5.21)

Here the integration contour extends slightly above the real axis and
the branch cut extends from -weff to + Weeff along the real axis. The

integral with some effort may be evaluated as

G - 6(t-t -t prop) - W eff (W efft prop){ I1 D)/M} (5.22)

X H(t-t o-t prop)
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where J 1 (D) is the Bessel function of first order and where we have

abbreviated D as the positive square root of

2 2 2 2
D Weff [(t-t) - t prop (5.23)

The symbols 6 and I in the above formulas represent the familiar
Dirac delta function and Heaviside step function, respectively.

With the substitution of Eq. (5.22) intu Eq. (5.20) one finds that

the dispersed waveform is given by
2 prop

p(t,s) - g, (t-t p ,s) - 2 t p J (D)/D)b(tos )dt (5.24)
prop' 0 eff prop fC

One may also show that the quantity D may be further approximated as

)i/2 (tt - 1/2 (5.25)

D - weff(2 tprop prop 0

for all practical purposes if 41 is composed primarily of higher
frequencies than wf

Although we have at present no computations of Eq. (5.24) to
exhibit, it would appear (see Fig. 23) that what is being described by the
mathematics in the case of, say, a N shaped wave is the development of
an oscillatory tail whose amplitude and length increase with propagation
distance and whose period at any given point tends to increase with time
at any given point. The latter follows since the zeros of J (D) occur
at successively larger intervals of t for fixed t and i . Also,kprop 0
it follows from the fact that the group velocity according to the dispersion
relation of Eq. (5.12) tends to decrease with increasing period (decreasing w).

5.3.2 Nonlinear Effects

If Eq. (5.7) were to be modified to incorporate nonlinear effects, a

simple approach (which we in essence adopt here ) would be for one to utilize
Whithara's rule [Whitham, 1952, 1956] and to replace the travel speed

c + v.ei by that characteristic of the perturbed rather than the ambientK

medium, such that Eq. (5.7) becomes

(11) + cNL (-a) - 0 (5.26)
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FLg. 23. Sketch of the effects of gravitationally i~iduced dispersion oil
an originally N-shaped vaveform. Successive plot* correspond to later
values of time. Th* parameter a in equivalent to distance along a ray path,
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Fig. 24. Sketch of the application of the equal area rule to construct
shock locatlons from a multi-valued vavefors.
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with the corrected wave speed

C NL= c + V.CK + c[(Y#l)/(2Y)p/p o (5.27)

The third term represents the first order correction to the sum of the
sound speed and the fluid velocity for the case of a plane wave propagating
in a homogeneous ideal gas. Hlere p is the acoustic pressure, pray in

Eq. (5.4) , and p is the ambient pressure. Equation (5.26) is sometimes
referred to as the inviscld Burger's equation.

The above derived nonlinear equation for 'p has the approximate
solution which can be given in a parametric form as

k(s,t) - P()) (5.28)

t = -+ tprop - u(S,S )i4 (0) (5.29)

where
S

S- [(YI-l)/(2Y)] J (J/po)(1/ceq )ds (5.30)

0

Here 4 is an auxiliary parameter defined such that it equals tire
L when s= s 0  . The function ýp(t) gives 4,(s,t) when A -!s0

Thus, were s specified, one could let ý run through a sequence of
values and list corresponding values of V, and t computed from the
Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29). If these values were plotted to give ' versus
t, one would have a plot of p(s,t) for fixed s and variable t . [The
complication of shocks is considered below.]

In the event that the quantity ;P constructed for given s becomes
multiple valued, it is postulated that discontinuities in the actual waveform
(i.e., shocks) form. In the time interval between shocks, ' versus t is
still described parametrically by the above equations, only with a restricted
range of 4. The approximate waveform which incorporates weak shocks may
be found graphically by first plotting the multivalued function described
parametrically by [lo(ý),t 0 4)) for variable 0 and then placing shocks
(vertical lines on a ' versus t graph) in such a way that the equal
area rule is satisfied. Each such shock hits the graph at three points
and delimits an upper loop on its left and a lower loop on its right (we
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assume time runs to the right). The location of the shock is such that
the area of the upper loop just equals that of the lower loop (see Fig. 24)
and the shock replaces the two loops in the approximate waveform.

O(he may show, albeit with some effort, that tl.e scheme described above
is consistent with the Rankine-ilugoniot relations [see, for example, Landau
and Lifshitz, 1959) in the limit of sufficiently weak shocks. Also, if the
above method is used twice in succession; waveform at s 2 determined from
waveform at SI which was previously found from waveform at s then one

can show that the resulting waveform is just the same as that which would be
found if the waveform at s2 were determined directly from that at So.

5.3.3 Composite Numerical Method

In order to take nonlinear effects and dispersion effects into account
simultaneously, one may adopt the following method. Let a given ray segment
be divided into a small number of segments, the length of which may be of
the order of 100 km or less. The optimal length remains a topic for analytical
investigation, although we doubt that one need take it less than 25 km. Let
the distance parameter at the sear end of one of these segments be s , that
at the further er.d be s . Given 4'(t,so) as a function of time, one seeks

to determine iP(t,s 1 ) as a function of time.

nonliinear effects, but with the consideration of dispersion. This
intermediate waveform is found from Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25), as is discussed
in Sec. 5.3.1. Next one defines

•(ts 0 ) - '(t + tprop'Sl) (5.31)

as that waveform which would have resulted in ýW(,s 1 ) were the propagation

from s to sI to take place without dispersion. This dispersed but time

shifted waveform is then used to define *o(ý) in Eq. (5.28). The nonlinear
propagation equations (5.28) and (5.29), along with the method for constructing
shocks described in Sec. 5.3.2, are then used to find the function *(t,s).

Alternately, one could consider nonlinear effects first, then time
shift back, and construct the dispersed waveform from the nonlinearly distorted
waveform. Both methods should give virtually the same result if the distance
from s to sI is sufficiently short. What is assumed iu that over short

distances the two forms of distort n, nonlinear and dispersive, are additive.
Over large distances the distortiLn due to either may be large, but the
distortion is an accumulative effect which is small over short distances.



The above scheme can be used repeatedly over a sequence of subsegments
such that oile can in principle with, hopefully, only a modest amount of
computing find the waveform at tht further end of a chain of subsegments

from a knowledge of the waveform at the nearer end.

Similar considerations may he employed to incorporate viscous and
thermal dissipation into thi calculation, although we have not yet derived
the appropriate waveform distortion eqt'ations.

5.4 INITIAL CONDITIONS

We here consider that ray segment of a given ray which begins at

the point of detonation. It should be clear from the general formulation
given in the preceding sections that one needs to know the waveform factor

,(t,s) at some relatively close-in value of a in order to find the
waveform at all larger values of a . This should in principle be accompliahed
by matcling Eq. (5.4) to the blast wave at some relatively close-in distance

yet sufficiently far out that the weak shock theory should be applicable.
Since this leaves considerable lattitude in the starting value 8start of s ,

cie initial conditions are not completely clear. The situation is further

complicated by the fact that, if the explosion is moderately strong or if

it takLs place at higher altitudes, then one may expect the effects of the
atmosphere's density stratification to be appreciable before the shock has
"become a weak shock (say, less than 10% ambient pressure). This would

- a .... not het •se.- V&_L, UIt- - Ua•Lf WitLCII ia p r. tl l

or conform to the idealized case of a blast wave propagating with spherical
symmetry in a homogeneous atmosphere.

In order to circumvent such difficulties, we sought to find just what

pioperties of tie blast wave were at least asymptotically independent of
distance a along a ray path. In this regard,one may note that,aniong other
quantities, the blast wave passing a given point may be characterized by an
overpressure P and a positive phase derivation T Both P and T

$ S S
vary with s, P decreasing and T increasing with distance from the

S s
explosion, but two aggregate quantities, even with nonlinear effects taken
into account, tend to remain invariant. These are

I, Ps T /J (5.32a)

1I TsJ/Ps -[(Y+l)/(21)] 'a[J/(CeqPo))dm (5.32b)

where J is the quantity eatisfyLng Eq. (5.6) and where a is any convenient
nonzero constant. Although J is arbitrary to the extent of a constant
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multiplicative factor, the choice of that facter will not affect the
invariance of 11 and J2 with a. (The proof of the invariance of the

two quantities 1I and 12 is based on the idealization that, in the

positive phase of the blast wave, the plot of pressure versus time at
a fixed point is a stratght line which goe0 from P to 0 in a time

interval T . For brevity, the proof is omitted here.)S

It is possibt to choose a such that 12 is identically zero. If this
is done for some value of s, then 12 will be zero for all s for the

same choice of a . Let us denote this choice of a big a*. Then a* may
also be regarded as an invariant.

Once a* and 11 are known, then the positive phase durvation T.

and the shock oqe-pressure P at any value of a (assumed sufficiently large

that the weak shock theory is applicable) may be found from the relations

a

Ts 5  [(Y+i)/(2Y)]I 1 [J/(Ceqp°)dL)I/2 (5.33a)

N-f 1 1/2

{-+ I ML/P (c )Ids)1/
2Y~ fo eqa

Thus a* may be considered as that point on the ray where the weak shock
theory formally predicts T 8to be zero and P ato be infinite. Even though

5/2

the weak shock theory is clearly not applicable for s near at, we way
still regard a* as a conventeant pararfeter characterizing the explosion.

Th aus o atndI fo

Thevalesof * ad l 4~o a given nutclear explosion may be estimated
from Brode's (1954y computations of the blast wave generated by a point
energy source in a homogeneous atmosphere. From examination of his
figures which show the blast wave at larger distances from the source we
estimate (taking Y - 1.4 and requiring that J - I/s at sufficiently
small values of a)

a*- 0.7 (EHPo0)1/3 (5.34m)

1 1.0 (EH/Po) 2/3 Po/C (5.34b)
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Here Ere is the total hydrodynamic energy (taken to be half the total

energy 1: released) and p and c are the ambient pressure and sound
speed at the source.

The above assumes the explosion to be some distance above the ground.
For an explosion very close to the ground, it would appear to be more
accurate to replace 'it by 2EH in the above and to only consider rays

which propagate initially horizontally or obliquely upwards.

In so far as the source model is concerned, our choice for the present
is that: (1* J as a function of a he computed from Eq. (5.6) subject to
the requirement that J reduce to 1/a in the limit of small *, an
initial J, at s-sstart = 5a* be taken of the general form of a "Classtone
pulse"

q;(t,Sstart) - [f/J( )start)P (1-At/T )e 1SH(At) (5.35)

where P and T are found from Eqs. (5.33) and where At is5 5

t-tstart * Here tstart is the time that the blast wave first arrives

at thle point s on the ray in question. A suitable approximatestart

EXci-t*iui [ul this quantity would appear to be

startds Sstart I P
= Str+I 1) _ da (5.36)

start c (2Y) eq po
2di* eq 2a*

where P is given as a function of s by Eq. (5.33b). Note that the
$

time origin (t - 0) corresponds to the time the blast first reaches the
point 2a* . It Js tacitly assumed that departures of the blast from
spherical symmetry are negligible before that time.

5.5 PROPAGATION PAST CAUSTICS AND GROUND REFLECTION

Let us suppose that a given ray under consideration touches a caustic
(see Fig. 25) at a point where ss,.. The computational procedure described

in the previous sections is assumed to have been carried to the point where
at some value of A slightly less that sc, say s -c , one knows that thec c

two factors J(S -c) and j,(t,3 -c) which, according to Eq. (5.4), describe
c c

the waveform shortly before it reaches the caustic. The task which now
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Fig. 25. Sketch of ray. in the vicinity of a caustic (which forms
the locus of points of Intersection of adjacent rays). Here, for
simplicity, the radius of curvature of the caustic is coacidered to be
substantially leso than that of the rays, although this is not always the
case.
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presents itself is the determination of J and 4, at some point, say
6 +c, on the ray past the caustic.

As is well knoxm [see, for example, Maglieri, Hilton, Huckel, Henderson,
and McLeod, 1970], waveforms oil passing caustics undergo a considerable

alteration in shape. This alteration takes place within a relatively
short distance of several wavelengths; and subsequently the waveform
propagates along the ray with relatively little additional distortion.
Thus we can adopt the idealization that the alteration is abrupt and
the choice of c becomes largely immaterial.

For simplicity, we ignore nonlinear effects in the vicinity of the

caustic and take the alteration of waveform to be as predicted by linear

acoustics. The linear acoustic theory which includes diffraction effects
of waveform alteration at a caustic is now relatively well known and has

been discussed in the literature by, among others, Friedlander 11958],
Tolstoy [1965, 19681, Ludwig [1966] and by Sachs and Silbiger [1971).
The general prediction of the linear theory as applied to the problem

at hand is that J at s +E may be found by requiring that the quantity
c

in braces in Eq. (5.6) is the same at s +c and s -c . The choice of
c c

J is understood to be a positive quantity. Then the function V-(t, s +r)

is predicted to be the Hilbert transform of tp(t--t props -c) such that

= I p[ (to-tpprop c•

p(tr o+C) c dt (5.37)

c t -t
-- u 0

where

C

t ds (5.38)tprop C eq
s € eq

-C

is the small increment of time required for a wave to propagate from
s -C to S +c . In Eq. (5.37),the capital P implies that the principal value
0 C

should be taken, i.e., for any function f(t)

P - dt = - d{ (5.39)
7 _ 1 f-t ~ - f7-1

Note that, as long as f(t) is continuous, the integrand on the right hand
side remains bounded, even in the limit of small C
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In order to give the reader some additional insight Into the waveform
alteration represented by a Hilbert transform, we shoi. in Fig. 26 some
plots of functiorLqand theic transforms which we: extracted from the paper
by Sachs and Silbiger [1971].

One of the complications which must be considered in reference to
the above described theory is that, if tre incident waveform has any
discontinuities (corresponding to weak shocks), then its Hlbert transform
will have a logarithmic singularity. Thc cxisktia- of such singucaritivs , jhd 'vidt'it in dc-
pLitsin -26. Ilnparticular, if the function f (t) in Eq. (5.39) has a
positive jump upwards of A at a value t. of t, then the Hilbert transform

(i.e., the integral) will be dominated at times near t. by a term of the form

log sing. I A_ {i/t-tjl[ (5.40)
,IT

While the presence of such singularities would add a certain unrealism
to the tl.eory, a formal application of the nonlinear propagation theory
described in Sec. (5.32) using the equal area rule to locate and define
shocks would indicate that each such singularity is immediately transformed
into a finite strength shock as it propagates past the caustic.

A given logarithmic singularity described by, say, Eq. (5.40) after
propagating some distance according to Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29) will be
described locally by the two lines

t: tpro ±e -P0 (5.41)

obtained by eliminating * from Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29). These two lines
describe a drooped singularity such as sketched in Fig. 2 7 a. The multivalued
configuration is reduced to a finite amplitude single valued waveform by
placing a snock at t which intersects the unmodified waveform in Fig. 27a
at ;a %' and ie , such as is sketched. The equal area rule requires areas

at 4
A and A sketched in the figure to equal area A One may easil',

1 2 3
check that, even though the unmodified waveform is singular, tht area A is
finite and, moreover, given by

2A -wg /AA -- e a(5.42)
A er

Once one works out expressions for the other areas, he finds the equal
area rule implies that

1a Wpca (1.20) (2M//) (5.43)
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rF(I )- ,e-Xt H (,t F.€, ){. e. , & ) -1,1) ,

Figure 26. Three simple pulse shapes and their Hilbert transforms.
(Extracted from paper by Sachs and Silbiger [19711.)
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t+,propt

Fig. 27. Sketch of boy nonlinear effects reduce a lcgarithmlc

sing"erity to a shock of finite amplitude. (a) Unmod fied multivalued

vaveforl, illustrating application of equal area rule. (b) Modified

veveform v'th constructed shock.
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where the factor 1.20 represent" tire root of tiLe trancendental equation

x - cuth x (5,.44)

Thus, in so far as the singularity domli,ates the Hilbert tramsformed
waveform, the net discontinuity is independent oft, and hence of

propagation distance. Tire peak value q, of 4, depends, however, an
;,,being given by

A *, t(n'2 0 ) (5.45'
a V 11A

which reduces rapidly as ij increases.

If we use the prescription outlined above, we may take ti,e waveform
which is received just past the caustic to be finite and we may therefore
analyze its subt:equent propagation on the ray segaent beyond the caustic

according to the method outlined in Sec. 5.3.

TJc only other case which requires special consideration is reflection

of a wave at the ground. Consistent with the other approximations we have

made it would appear thrt wi.! should take J and 4w(s,t) to be the same for

both incident and reflected rays on the ground.

5.6 REDIARKS

The general method for finding a given ray's contiihution to the
overall pressure waveform is to take p in the form J4' as in Eq. (5.4)

ray

where tie values of J(s) and P(t,s) at a relatively close-in value of
3 are found according Lo the procedure outlined in Sec. 5.4. The distortion

of the waveform propagating along the ray is then computed, ray segment
hby ray segment, with suitable alterations at caustics and upon ground

reflection, according to the method outlined in Sees. 5.3 and 5.5 . The

total waveform is then found by a summation of all such ray waveforms which
correspond to ray paths which connect the point of detonation with the
observation point.

The method has a number of limitations which should be pointed out.
7 First we are tacitly ignoring all nonlinear interactions between rays which

pass through tire same point. In particular, nonlinear interaction between

incident and ground reflected waves is ignored. Also, we have not taken

into account any nonlinear centributions to ray refraction since ray paths

are taken from linear acoustics. Diffraction, which, among other things,

is largely responsible for the excitation of the Lamb edgc mode discussed

in Chapter 4, is handled only in a gross way with its effects consilered
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only when wc take Into account the distortion at a caustic. 'he general
method breaks down when the observation point is very near a caustic since

tile nonlineai effects at a caustic have been neglected. Also, the method

of incorporating frequency dispersion into the theory is such that one

cannot have any confidence in the lower frequency contribution to the

overall waveform, especially tor frequencies much less than a representative

lower atmosphere w A (corresponding to a period of the order of 4 minutes).

Nevertheless, If one specifically wishes to consider the higher frequency

portion of the waveform corresponding to periods less than, say, two minutes,

the method outlined -bove could very possibly give theoretical waveforms

which have more than token -esemblance to actual waveforms recorded in the

field. The overall method would appear tc be somewhat more sophisticated

than any existing computational scheme based primarily on geometrical acoustic

concepts in that it considers frequency dispersion and distortion at caustics

in addition to nonlinear effects. It does seem feasible, however, to develop

a geteral computer program encompassing the method which could complemenz

the program INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS described in Chapter 3 in regards to the

domain of application.
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Chiaj'ter VI

A MODY.l. FOR ACOUSTI C-f :AV ITY

EXCITATION BY El REMALL RISE

o.1 I NTRODUC)J11 ON

Yhci~zdc Isof acotustic -gravity ,,:ivr" excltt.n,t o Tiv T'lclear xple;c~

discussed in hto preceding, chiapt ers of this report are ba'sed Oil the general
tene~t that the necar f 0~1,1 blast. wave is thle source of acoust ic g'ravity Waves
observed atL large distances. T'it aut hors belilove, however , that thle prccesses
asSOCIated wi th tilie rise of' the f ireball1 subsequent to the generat ion of
thle b~last, wave mlay be an importank source of waves in some instances. T'hese
inst ances include the later arriving lowei frequency waives- which might be
observed directly below the source or It hig'h altitudes. Fireb'all rise is
probably not a signif leant, sobi-ce of thet earlijer nrriviii,! 'aves ohserv..d at
g1round leve at large hor izontal df ,tan1cc!;, 100 \'t .

We may note that fireball rise was previously consideretd and subsequently
di smissed as; a sign1i fic.11t source of fra fiel 'rad iat ion by Hunt , Palmer,
and Penney [1960] . w,, beclieve, ho-wever, that. thlese authors' arguments Jit
s;upport. of this tenet are fallacious since they are btase,! on the assumption
that tile wave amp)i iudes gencrated by fireliall i ise should fall off wJI ii
inicreasing, distance faister titan those generate(] ',y the hiast wave and] since

Is o ario i eaon he joe te fireball rise generated wa-ves to

bie los;s ,zusceptiblc -o channel ing or guldinp by the iihiorlogeneous atmosphere
than those arising from the blast wave, Theyv eiihh , hoi,'ver, arrivo lnter.

ýIore recently, the question of fireball rise as a possible source mechanismI
was reopened by Tolstoy and L~au [19711 . These autho'rs argued that the rise
me'chaiausm may well be the dominant source of wave generation, espetialI) at
1-arper periods, if tile fireba.ll is of substant ially large radius. The present
aut hors found lol stoy and Lau 's excel leut di scussion of' this topic to be
most intriguing and consequecnt ly sough-1t. to refine the Tol St Oy-1,u Model 'ýo
include a more reali1st ic and less phenomenological -.ource mechannism. The
:;ource modiel used by Tolstoy and Laol consisted, among. other features, of a
point vertical force termt onl the right hand side of the Fuller 's equation
(i.e., Newton' s second law for a fluid) in its linearized form. lThe point
of appl icat ion of the force was presumed to be risinFg at' constant speed
through the atmlosphere. Thte magnitude of the force was nzforr2d from Warren's
[1 900] calculation., of tile wave dray. on a rigid sphere risinp. nt constant
speed in a density Ftratified medium. Thus thle force dlepended. among- other
quantit tes , on thle i adius of the sphere, thle density of tilie fluid , andi the
velocity. The radius of the sphere and its velocity were estimated independently
from other known feature-; of a nuclear explosion.
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Inx tihe present Chapt cI , wc pll oposc a somewhat di f Ie rent ,1odel whicih
tales into account tile entrtainpuent of aix by t.hbe ttsiTi , f Ireball and which

imx-orpoiates a dynamical nmdel o1 fiteball r i'.e into the fox m, lat ion. We
doi not explicitly use Watren's [19td)j wave dia)" txplession as it is difficult

to asceit ain thlte extent to wl.ich a rising turbul1ent I I( b.11a 111uaV Ile siMlul ateýd

by a rigid sphere. An earl icr verslon of the theory ,;iven here is repolted
In t' paper by Pierce [19"2.

It Should Ibe n)oted thbat a somewhat .3t1iiaal model of wave generation
by fireball rise Is presented fn the recent palier by Murphy and Kalhlasa [19772).

I Pxf ortunately, at. the time of this writing we hav not yet had sufficient
time to make a detailed compat ison of the two models.]

6.2 DYNAHICAL MOIEL OF FIREBAL?, RISE

According to thi computations of Brode [1955], t .4e blast wave J'ropaganting
out from the point of (letouattolx carries away a finttO amount of masss, soci,
that , in the absence of gravitational effects, there remains a spherically
shaped region of negligible density. The radius of hU-; region appeas.s
[Pierce, 1068] to be of the general order of magnitude of

R 0 .t(F /p1/3 (6.1)

where F 1 is the hydrodynaMic energy release (taken as one half of the total

energy relensed) and p iS the ambbient piessure at the ".ource location.

We smay expect that such a bibble will rise under tie influence of gravity
in such a manner that It retains its identity, if not Its spherical shape.
Taylor [1950] argues on tlhe basis of potential flow in the air directly
above the bubble and assuming constant pressure within the bubble that the
init ial rate of rise should be

Visit - (2/3) (g R )lt? (6.2)

Scorer (1957], on the basis of similitude considerations and from experimental
data on the motion of globular masses of different density under the influence
of buoyancy in a incompressible fluid, finds that the velocity of "bubble"
rise may be represented by the semi-empirical equation

v - 1.2(g[(p0- PJ)/p]JR)1/ 2  (6.3)
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Idliee I c IxsI a I CIFgt It atia Iogou~s to I ad titIS tJIh Icli 111a), be uil~te p'i Ct Ott as t hc
iaddills of it Sphere (if t I e sanic vol unil and wIhei e , I s tilie densIiS ty (if 01Ci

subst anct. Inside tilt, "buble. TCs ig esWithI 1ayIlor'N formulaI~ ;'.XCOpt.
toi thlt mai,,nitude of the cod f lieit .SillCe somi (let ilit e coClI)ct Should ic1.

;iiade at this p)0lut. , we' choose to use Eqj. (6.3) in t he dIiscus;sioni that
follows.

(,le may note that Eq. (6.3) may lit mt erlpretedl as tlL hivylIocIt y of a
bub~ble rising, withI neg I Ig hibe ticcel erat. fion Slich that (1he inet, buoyanicy force
,xe rte d onl it IS Couti t. erhii l;uced by i drag f or cc, I .e.

'The re 1 at Ionl o f L tIi s dra), f orce t o I hie ye 1 oc i t y may bie i nf v i-red I ron' an
el irnnatLon of p from iqs . (6.3) anid (6.4) With Lhe nieL result thkat

(4/3)n % 2 pv2 0.5)

(1.2), 0

Olne may niote that this dray, force I!; proport tonal Lo t 1e squtare of
Lthe velocity, to Lthe apparent surface a; ca of t~het huhibi e, and to the density
of thet surrounding medium. Apart fromt tOle numericail coefficient., thiJs
formula miighit also be Inferred fromn similitLude considerations.

suit-able formi of Newton's second law" for tilie n1ot ion of thle f irehall 11 jight. be

{(M + K Mi F (6-6N )~,
dt disp) d-t) (Diisp 4I) (i6

where tilie Sign of F is opipositec to thlat of thle volocit~y and Where It is
1)

thne mass of gas withini the fireball M s is the Tmass dbnp] ared,

(4/3)v ' (6.7)
dlsp

and Khsamgitd suhthtKN represents the effect ive inert in

of lie suirround i ng air. Alternately, one may int~erprert K o he of t.hle
niapnitude such that
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l K • (dz/dt) (K,)
2 dts o i (uts Ide

equal's the kinetic energy of tile air cxtel lol to tile f trel,,lil. OPie pos biblle
choice for K i s the val tic of 1/2 wit fcCh wol Id le app I Icable tL, th , case wher're
tic fite'lall II a rigid sl.heile cnd th surioundi og niedium tuis icompii ;sil,lv,
and homogelicous. (See, lor example', Lamb [1871) 19451 , p. 2, ). Otul present
(r llio1l is that-, fol the actual I itllrilon•otteous and comp •ssib lb e a tno:;phv're,
K may vary fromn (0 to 1/2. Its value during the early st g(ie; of fitehall rise
and g:rowth would piol.iI ly bIe more neai ly 1/2, whitlI tlhit at the Iatel stages
is conlj]cctred to be C loser 1to zel'o. ('lh's e l rem'rks arte, itowevei, ll rgeIy
unsulbstiatiated at precent.) lin ordvier to ave a dt. init lve model, we take
K - 1/2 in what follows.

The entraitmrnt of mass by the rsiny, f ireball may be formally taketn
Into account by considerhitg M as; well at z to be a dependent variable i•n
Eq. (0.6). An additlonal equation describing the entrainment of mass may
be taken as

dM 2 ILd71

- ci(4nR )Po(It (.9)

where the entrainment constant a is Inferred from Scorer's [1957] experiments
to have a value of 1/4. Note that the above assumes the entrainment rate
to be proportional to the area, the velocity, and tle den.ity -f t.) utSd-e
medium,

To complete the dynamical model , a third equation Is needed, since R
and cannot be apriori specified as functions of time. For this purpose,

a suitable approximate equation may he derived by considering the net chainge
In density P1 Iit some time interval At as formally equivalent to a two

step process. First R expands by (AR)a with no net change in density

distribution such that a net mass increment

AM - 2 (6,10)0a

is added. This mass then mixes irreversibly with the mass inside to give
a new averaged density

3(AR)a

P + AI Pi + R( R o ) (6.11)
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lhus teh cou lti ibut Lon of t.1hc cill ia iinneut ptocess to ite tct Iate of
chainge of density is

i)1 f I dV (o.12)
to I V kit( , l I a litlelitq11

wiitlre V I S t hi vo 1leile 1lo l, '. 'iTrouhliout the pioce.s ust described

ft Is piesuined that tile pre:suoe inside tihe bubble remains always equal
to that of the srit-ound lug mcdium, Whea tite bul,ble rises to a layer of
di ff ftcl lt miii, io IC p re- sul' , t lie d .isit y f.!; assumted to r i-.i Just it seI f
ad i ;ilat I call y , 6ucil that tIle cont i Ibut ion o I li ext ernn I p cessure var iat Ion
to the inet rate of cilatige of internal detsitiy Is

(y-J) " -- p 7
pres sUre 0

Thu,, after adding Eqs. (6.12) and (0.13), we find

d1K - P dio 1 dVdo II Cp V 4it
kit v fit

or, with the use of o.V = .1 and p0V - M dI1 -Ind, aft er sonmi' al ehl,ra , we find

d [t( ,, V J =i ( t) v , '
IL 0 dl(It

(6,. 1',)
dt p~ V dt

iet its next noLe thai Eq.] (6.6), (0. 9), and (6. 1) maIy be con'gtdered i,i
three s;lnni taneou.,; ordinary dlift crcnt al equation.; for z, Pi, and V (or ') as

ftn1tdtions of tL il l. iunitble 1lltliial condition-, Would appear to lie tha;t,
at. t - 0 (1) R equtl: thie 1% 0 iven by Fq. (6. 1); (2) Z equaIl it -h. 1ight of

deCtoniat on 7. (3) d,/dt he PIven by 1.2(g R ) 11? and (4) the iit:ial ni;i.;0 0I

Mi lie zero. Ouice t lie anibient p-ressture alld densit, y aie spec if fed as finct oills

of z, It would appear to be i a straig hg tforward lmllt t t- to II1u11. ricallly intt'cgrr te
theose equations on a computer and thus fully de.;cribe M, V, R, or as
;I funct ion oF tincl t.
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(1.3 AlI'IWX tA'lI; S;oiitiON d)V11' FRIK~AWI. RI ;:I:(IATIOtNS

SSomti.- ruIuIaIIkS Ili\ be ill Oi OVx kt t Ill. 10111t, ColiCernI ii l iý, e lia~t III v 1)
L Iii SOlut imu ot t le rqklaLtolls- II'.~I ued t 11 t lie p II I tui VV101- q t 1 (111. Ur to

at inc SonieWhat. befole the %velocitV f itit 1'et-PCom 7.C O , it woul1d apl'Ieu,1 tibit
11 i-caionallu'1 allpI o~ iuat ioll Might bc to iicgI ct. tilie inle-t. 1:1 tell" in I.q (00)
III tll!; vVvent, it Isi conventent to coin-ider '.' t her, than t as~ t lit
ind~j'lepj~end t, Val it I abe ,uch at 11l I Iq (0.fi~) hecornwei

d z (1.2 R I) 1/2 oV

whecre

V - (/4/3)rR 3  0(. 17)

F~qtuat ion (0. 9) may als ~o be rewri ttIen noi

liz

whi Iv Eq . (6.1) becomes

d 'vi dM (.9
Z 0 PV dz

It' one eilii Imitiaes dI`/dz f romi (lie 1 at t c two of tile above equatmios,
lie f indls after sc',ii al gebra that

dIR1,1/(3), - p 1" /0 (0. 20)

which integrates to

z
0
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This nay in turn be inserted into Eq. (6.18), yielding 14 as the integral
over z from z tc z of the right hand side. Then Eq. 6.16 m;,y be

integrated directly. Although the integrations are cumbersome, they are
straightforward.

In the case of an isothermal atmosphere, Eq. (6.21) integrates to

R- R +Y3YH[e t)- 1] (6.22)0

where

2
H - c /(yg) (6.23)

is the ecale height and we have abbreviated C for z - z Thus, R
o

tends to first increase linearly with z but, once C becomes comparablk to
several scale heights (if the sphere actually rises that far), the growth is
exponential.

An estimate of the peak height of rise may be taken as that value of z
for which dt/dz in Eq. (6.16) becomes singular, i.e. where M - 0 pV, or

equivalently; where

z

3 pR2 dz - P (6.24)3 1 0 0

0

In the case of an isothermal atmosphere, this requires that R and z
jointly satisfy the transcendental equation o

3- 3 3 YY [(B + N - 1) - (N - 1) J - B (2 - r)(NQ- 1)

6 3B 3 -f 3Y 3 Y 2•-I ~3 Y-2 "N -N23Y1N 3Y-2( N 0 (6.25)

where we have abbreviated

B - (R /H)/(3 Ya) (6.26a)
0

(zz)(Y)(6.26b)
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In the nominal limit (which is not necessarily of greatest interest) of
very small explosions at lower altitudes, where R << H, the solution of
Eq. (6.25) is found to be

z - z - YH B (6.27)
0

Since R is proportional to the cube root of yield, this would suggest
that the net rise is proportional to the yield for smaller yield bursts. We
at present have no information as to whether this is consistent with what
has been observed.

The presence of the inertia term in Eq. (6.6) implies that the fireball
does not simply rise to the equilibrium altitude, but, instead, overshoots
and then oscillates,.such as is sketched in Fig. 28, with a period of
roughly the Brunt-V~isila period at the stabilization altitude. The oscillatory
phase of the motion may be described approximately if one formally considers
z - zt= Az to be small, where zM is the stabilization altitude or,

equivalently, that where M first equals p 0 V . Thus, we set H - -+ AM

and V - V + AV, where M and V are the corresponding values of mass
M I'mit

and volume when this altitude is reached. The "linearired" versions of
Eqs. (6.9) and (6.15) then require

d = 42 A'(*
(AM) -4 ... ,

dt d d t

P •t(AV) - !(AM) +-H-g dtdz (6.29)
c

Note that the assumed nature of the entrainment process is such that the mass
continues to grow. However o AV - AM is independent of entrainment.

In Eq. (6.6), if we disf:ard terms of higher than first order (with the
exception of the drag force, which we retain), we find that

S{(I + K)M -±(Az'I + AZ -A FD (6.30)

dt o dt OD

where dp
2 _ 1 d L (6.31)p0w • dz 2

0 C

should be positive and is recognized as the square of the Brunt- aisala
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Fig. 28. Sketch of the prediction of the theory outlined in the text
in regards to the height of a rising fireball (or hot gaseous bubble) as
a function of time.
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frequency at the stabilization altitude. It is interesting that Fq. (6.30)

is indeperndent of the entrainment coefficient.

Preparatocy to solving Eq. (6.30), it is convenient to rewrite it in the
form

(I +K)M d 2 (A)+MW2 Az-+M(RD) -I (d (Az) /d t: 12 (.2
0+dtK2 d B2 (

wherp from the expression, Eq. (6.5), for FD, we Identify the constant R as

S- (1.2)2 RM (6.33)

Next, one may note that Eq. (6.32) has the energy integral

{(l + K)v 2  1 2 2 -[1 + 2(Az)/RD]}e+2(Az)/RD (6.34)
T RD wB~ (zfDl )R

where tLe upper or lower signs are to be used depending on whether the
"bubble" is rising or descending. This quantity should remain constant for

any phase of the motion during whir the sign of %t r.m.n. s unchanrged.

During the Initial rise phase, it is clear that the constant must be identically
zero since, otherwise, the solution would not match on to that represented
by Eq. (6.16). Thus, up until v first becomes zero, we have

v 1 11/2 wBRD [% - 2(Az)]1/2 (6.35)

(I+ K)]J1)

For Az negative end jAzf>> RD this should reduce to Eq. (6.16).

Note that the net amount of overshoot is RD/2.

After v first reverses sign, one finds in a similar fashion that

1(K)1/2 W ¶2A + %- 2 1/2 (6.36)L 1/2 2

where we have abbreviated

- exp ( -1 + 2Az/lD) (6.37)

The above expression for v indicates a secoud turning point ( such that

rise recoamences) when

f. z - - .39 •(6.38)
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Expressions describing subsequent oscillations of the fireball can bc
worked out in analogous fashion. The above would indicate that tl,c
amplitude of the oscillation is iuitially of the same order of magnitude
as the fireball radius. The period would appear also (taking K to be
between 0 and 1/2) to be of the order, but slightly in excess of, the
Brunt-Va°* s~la period.

6.4 DERIVATION OF SOURCE TERMS

The presence of the rising and subsequently oscillating fireball in
the atmosphere can be formally taken into account in so far as wave
generation is concerned by adding source terms to the right hand sides of
the linearized equations of atmospheric fluid dynamics. For simplicity,
in the present discussion we neglect winds, such that these equations
become

ap i + V. )P =
t + 0 1o M (6.39a)

au IU/at + Vp 1 + gP 1 e Z IT (6.39b)

S4 yV • (po l) + (y - 1)pogul = (Y - USE (6.39c)

where the zeroth order equations require

dp0 /dz =-gpo . (6.40)

4-
Here p1 , u1 , and p1  are the acoustic perturbations (first ord-r quantities)

to density, fluid velocity, and pressure. The quantities SM, , and SE

are source terms, whose detailed forms are discussed be±low.

In the paper by Pierce L19721, a general ýerivatfon is given for these
source terms which may be applied hei,. Let r c(t) be the position of thec

center of the rising fireball which is specified as a function of time, such

as would be obtained from a solution of the equations presented in the previous
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cections. Then one may formally consider each source term to be formally
expandable as a jum _f monopoles, dipolcs, quadrupoles, etc., where each
is centered at x - r . Thus, for example,

cc aM-S 6 r -i - 7') + (6.41)

where the first term is identified as the mass monopole source and the
second term as the mass dipole source. (Note that we have here defined
our symbols somewhat differently from that of* the paper by Pierce [1972].)
The reason that the mass dipole source term involves only a z derivative
is because of the assumed axial symmetry of the fireball.

6.4.1 Monopole Source Terms

As long as we restrict ourselves to the consideration of acoustic-
gravity radiation with wavelengths somewhat larger than the diameter of
the rising fireball, the importance of the source terms should diminish
rapidly with increasing order. Thus, a first approximation would be to
take just the monopole terms(i.e., those containing a delta function rather
than a derivative of a delta function) as sources. The corresponding coefficients
for these monopole sources turn out to be

d

Sio -A- (M ) (6.4 2 a)

S - - (d/dt)( - -dsp (M - H dsp)g e (6.42b)

s - - (d/dt)(f- tdisp) - g( - Wt (6.42c)
Eol ~cs dsp z

where H, 7r, and C are the mass, mommntum, and energy of the fireball,
while Mdisp itdisp" and &disp are the corresponding quantities which would

hold for a volume of the same size of the ambient atmosphere which would
occupy the same region of space if the fireball were not present. Since the
ambient atmosphere is quiescent, "disp is zero, although Hdisp is not.

The quantity 6 disp may be considered as just the thermal e. rgy of the

ambient air. However, since the fireball is assumed to have the same pressure
as the ambient air, the thermal energy of the fireball per unit volume (not
per unit mass) will be the same as that of the air. Thus the difference

S-disp should be the kinetic energy of the gas inside the fireball. (Note
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that in the aforementioned paper by Pierce [19721, there are some obvious
misprints and that the correction of the source terms to account for the
presence of tV• ambient atmosphere was erroneously omitted in Eqs. (18)
of that paper.]

of Since the fireball is rising vertically, the only nonzero component

of S 0 is the vertical component, which, with reference to Eq. (6.6),is

just

d~ dz
S .Oz F, dt (KMdisp dt (6.43)

Also, Eq. (6.9) allows us to write the mass source coefficient In the form

2 dR edz dp dzcS -4ie p - at + v - (6.44)
Mo o tz dt

The remaining source term coefficient S may he estimated by taking
the kinetic energy of the gas inside the fireball to be the same as that
for a 1ill spherical vertex LLamb, 1879, 1945], which turns out to be just
twice that for a rigid sphere of the same mass rising at speed dz c/dt. Thus

C-Cd =sp = Mdisp(dWc/dt) 2  (6.45)

and one accordingly obtains
d2

S - - - ( M(dz /dt)} - g M dz /dt (6.46)
Eo dt c C

In order to find these three coefficients SMo, S o, SEe explicitly

as functions of time, one must in principle first find M, c , R, and V

from tie solution of the firelall rise equationo , then insert these into
the equations derived above,

It may be of some intorest at thlfs point to compare our expression,
Frq. 6'.43, for S uwith that used in the aforementioned paper by Tolstoy
and (.au 11971]. These authors in effect take

S z + F (6.47)
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for a rising fireball wheie F 2 Js approximated by

-Y2U RIt 21 (6.48)
n c (dz /dt)2

c

Here we have made appmopriate Insertions into Tolstoy and Lau's Eqs. (38)
and (71) to put it into the notation of the present report. The above
expression should be contrasted with the Eq. (6.5) given previously which was
extracted from Scorer's experiments. The discrepancy appears to be
considerable when one considers the disparate velocity dependences of the drag
forces in the two expressions. There seems at present to be no clear cut
means of deciding which of the two is rKore nearly correct, although a force
which increases with increasing velocity would seem to be more physically
plausible.

6.4.2 Mass Dipole Source

Although we do expect the influence of higher order multipole source terms
to diminish rapidly as the multipole order increase-, the possibility may be
considered that the mass dipole term may lead to significant wave generation.
Here we estimate the magnitude of the mass dipole source tenn following the
general formulation of Pierce [1972].

The coefficient S which appears in Eq. (6.41) for the mass dipole
coefficient is given by an integral of the form

S - ( (o (z - ze) d A (6.49)

where the integration is over an area A enclosing the fireball and where

' given by,

*M " o u1 , n (6.50)

represents the mass flowing out through the bounding surface per unit time
per unit area to first order. As a rough approximation to this, we let

u1, n = z ex. n (6.51)

and disregard the z dependence of p o Doing this gives

SI P 0f zC Rcos 0 d A

z_ 0c MUip (6.52)

where Pd is the mass idsplaced by the rising fireball.di up
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0.5 REMARKS

The solution of Eq.;. (0.39) for the special 'ase of an isothermal
atmosphere is easily derived [l,lu and Yeh, 1972: Pierce, 19721 and may
be used to gahi insight into the generation of waves in more realistic
atmospheres. For birevity, this solution is not reproduced hcre although
some of its features should be evident without reference to the detailed
derivat ion.

One may note that, during the rist" phase of the firehall motion, the time
dependen,'e of the various source terms is not osci1 latory. The dominant
property of the source terms (other than magnitude) is that their point of
applic:ition is risingS. Thus one would expect a wave wake trailing the
fireball which is composed primarily of waves whose phase velocity is less
than the vertical source velocity. Since lower frequency waves (depending
on their frequency) may have phase velocities considerably less than the
souud L speed, it is not necessary that the source risc at supersonic speeds
in order to have appreciable wave generation. Hlowever, a subsonic source will
predominantlv excite waves of frequency less than the Bruitt-Vaisala frequency.

A second feature of interest is the fact that, after the rise phase,
thie analysis indicates that the fireball, and hence the source term point of
applicationshould oscillate with a frequency so-newhat less than ( . To
first order in z., the mass dipole source term would appear to be equivalent
to I stationary source whose -;trengthi Is oscillating in the same manner as the
velocity. Since the governing equation- are linear one would expect a radiated
wave which oscillates with the same period as the fireball Itself. Source
terms which are of second order in z may he expect ed ty, ,onern'e waves of
[wice thie frequency or halt the period. Since waves N,.itlh periods near the Brunt
period travel extremely slowly (the group velocity is nearly zero) one might
expect that at larger dii;tances and earlier times tLie dominant frequency of the
wave generated by the fireball oscillation is more nearly twice the Brunt-Vaisala
frequency.

At larger distances, it may be more nearly appropriate to solve Eqs. (6. 39)
by the guided mode method. In this event, it would appear to be a straightforvard
task to extend the existing program INFRASONIC WAVtFORMS di!;cussed in Chapter 3
of the present report to Include rising and oscillatIng, sources, and to include
the source model introduced liete in particular. Additional comments concerning the
Implementation of the theory may be found in Sec. 7.4.
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Chapter VII

C'ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENI)AT1ONS

7.1 MULT iOI)1E SYNTIIES IS

The computer program iNFRASONiC WAVEFORNS appears to be a relatively
useful tool for the analysis and interpretation of infrasonic pressure
signatures detected at large distances from nuclear explosions. The program
is now in use in a number of laboratories and has already given us some
interesting insights into the dependvucc of waveforms on atmospheric temperature
and wind profiles, and on energy yield and height of burst.

The limitations of the present program are, nevertheless, somewhat
stringent and it is to be hoped that future work may be devoted to removing
these limitations. It would appear entirely feasible, for example, to modify
the program such as tO include leaking modes in the synthesis. Also, the
method of integration over frequency might be improved such that analytic
asymptotic expressions for the Fourier transforms are utilized to extend
the range of integration over a wider range of frequencies, especially higher
frequencies and very low frequencies.

One also should be able to extend the model such that it would be

applicable to atmospheres where the temnperArire and wind-velnrity profiles

vaiy with horizontal coordinates.

The present source model might also be improved. In the present version,

a distinction must be made between near surface bursts and air bursts. It
would seem feasible to have a somewhat generalized model which takes the
nonlinear reflection of shocks at the ground into account and wh•ch gives a
source model whose parameters depend continuously on the height of burst.

The development of a source model which adequately describes higher
altitude bursts appears to be a relatively difficult problem, and it is

clear that additional efforts are required to devise such a model. Perhaps
the departures from spherical .symmetry of shocks generated by high altitude
bursts may be taken into account with the incorporation of dipole and higher
order multipole terms in the source term expressions which we add to the
linearized equations of atmospheric fluid dynamics.

Finally, we may note that the wide latitude in choice of Input parameters

(number of modes, range of frequencies and phase velocities, etc.) in the
present version of the program may lead to some ambiguities in its numerical
predictions of waveforms. It would appear feasible to modify the program
such that the user not be forced to make too many seemingly arbitrary
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decisions regarding input paiameters. Thus, for example, tile computer

may decide internally, subject to requirements of numerical accuracy, just

how many and which modes are required for all adequate synthesis and over

just which rtnges of frequencies the integration should extend. In this

manner, the output of the program will become more standardized.

7.2 LAMB Et'1)71 MODE SYNTIIESIS

The hypothesis that the dominant portion of thie early arriving lower

frequency parts of thie waveforms observed at large distances it, carried

by tEie real atmosphere's counterpart of Lamb's edge mode for the Isothermal

atmosphere seems to be amply substantiated by the numerical studies carried
out during the contract. The hypothesis leads to a number of interesting

implications which are mentioned in Sec. 4.5 of the present report. (hne

of tile miost intriguing of these is that an estimate of energy yield which

is relatively Insensitve to details of atmospheric structuILe may he obtained

from the period and amplitude of the earlier portion of the waveform. Our
analysis indicates that such yield estimates agree fairly well with Bath's

estimates based on seismic records.

The principal advantage of the edge mode theory is its simplicity.
Numerical synthesis based on this theory requires only a small fraction of

lthe computer time required by t1le niultimode synthesis program INFRASONIC
WAVEFORMS. Also, this simplicity makes the theory much more readily amvinbk, to

the consideration of horizontal variations in amtoiiiA.-birc NLrurrutre.

The present edge mode synthesis program, written by Posey [1971),
as mentioned in Chapter 4, strictly holds only for perfrztly stratified

atmospheres. However, the incorporation of horizontal viriations into
the program seems to bea.task of considerably smaller magnitude than that

required for the present multimode synthesis program. Thus, one would
recommend that a suitable modification to the Lamb edge mode program he made
within the near future.

A possible improvement- to tile edge mode model might be the inclusion
t of the next higher order term in the dispersion relation. Also, tile question

of the truncation of integration over height discussed in Sec. 4.2 might

be examined in some more depth.

Undoubtedly, any theory based on the propagation of just one mode, even
though it may be a composite mode, is going to ha'e considerable limitations.
Thus it would appear to be of interest to investigate ways in which the model

might be augmented to include waves other than the edge mode. There are two
ways in which this might be done. Oat s simply to identify one or more other
guided modes which may contribute to tile waveform and to develop a theory
of comparable simplicity for their excitation and propagation. 1ht other way
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would be to add on a higher frequency wave which propagates out from the

burst accurding to a geometrical acoustics' theory. Thus one might, for
example, simply add the wave given by the edge mode theory to that which
would be found by the method outlined in Chapter V.

7.3 IIIGHIER FREQUENCY MODEL

The theoretical model discussed il Chapter V of the present report
appears to have sonic promise for the interprctation of portions of wave
trains which have periods somewhat less than 2 minuLes. The question of
the range of frequencies whose propagation is adequately described by this
model remains somewhat open, but it would appear that the range should extend
up to periods as long as 30 see. and perhaps as long as 2 minutes. Numerical
experimentation would undoubtedly help in resolving rhis question.

The model contains three principal innovations wnich should help to
offset the limitations which one normally associates with a ray theory
computation. One of these is the incorporation of nonlinear effects in
the propagation along ray paths, similar to what is currently done in sonic
boom propagation computations. Another Is the incorporation of gravitationally
induced dispersion into the propagation. The third innovation is the use
of the Hilbert transform to describe the alteration in shape of the waveform
when it passes a caustic. [Although the use of such a technique appears to
be relatively well known to workers in underwater acoustics, it has evidently
not vtE beenl IlcorpOrated iin -I .vvienral purpose computer program for arbitrarily
stratified oceans.]

The method we sugge:st for incorporation of the source into the higher
frequency. propagation model appears to be somewhat more satisfactory than
those presently used for the multimode and edge mode syntheses in that it
takes into account the interaction of near field nonlinear effects with the
variation of atmospheric density. Thus the model may be applicable for a
somewhat higher range of burst altitudes.

While there are a number of limitations to the model, towards the
removal Lf which future theoretical efforts might be directed, our present
view is that the model is sufficiently promisin, in Its present form to
warrant its implementation in the form of a digital computer program. Cnice
such a program is written, it would anpear to be of considerable interest to

compare its predictions with data. In thIs respect, one might note that the
data for such a comparison need not be restricted to Just nuclear explosions,
but could include high energy (liE) explosion data or data taken following
accidental natural gas explosions.

7.4 WAVES EXCITED BY FIREBALL RISE

Time model described in Chapter VI for the generation of acoustic-gravity
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waves by risig and subsequently oscill atin g fireballs has two principal
leatures. First, one has a miodel for tile dynamics of tie fireball motlion
which tacitly ignores wave generation. Next, one has a scheme [Pierce, 19721
for deriving effective source terms for the lihearized equations of
atmospheric fluid mechanics from Lite previously derived properties of the
fireball. The actual sol.utio3n of the resu:* tng linearized equations can,
-t least for larger horizontal distances, he found by using a multimode
synthesis program only slightly different from the present INFRASONIC WAV-FORNS.

The model suggested for the fireball dynamics is probably still too
simplistic for actual events, although there appears to be very little
information in thit regard pertaining directly to nuclear explosions in the
open literature, The model suggested here has the one principal advantage
that it relies on a minimum of empirical parameters. Given the yield and
height of burst, the model will give a relatively complete (albeit, perhiaps
not entirely correct) description of the fireball motion.

It is important that one realize that the technique for extracting
source terms from properties of fireball dynamics as described here and in
the paper by Pierce [1972] is not necessarily restricted to the particular
model of firebAll dynamics described in Sees. 6.2 and 6.3 of tile present
report. Thus,should one devise a more accurate or detailed model of fireball
rise, he still should be able to use the same technique.

As yet, we have not carried the fireball rise wave generatioll model to
the point of making detailed numerical predictions. While this would appear
to b4 a relta•ivuly uncomplicalted task, it might be appropriate to flrst review

all other sources of information pertinent to the phenomenology of fireball
rise. In the absence of one's finding any more realistic model in the near
future wlhichl is not so complicated as to be excessively difficult to use il
the source term formulation, the implications of the present model should
be explored, if only to give sonie clearer indication of the magnitude and
general qualitative nature of the contribution of fireball rise to tile
far field waveforns. In particular, one might examine some of the assertions
made in the article by Tolstoy and lUu [1972].

7.5 OTIHER TOPICS

The work done under the contract on the generation of iiifrasound by
natural sources (such as turbulence andi severe weather) is only briefly
described in the present report. Tie paper by Moo and Pierce [1972], the
abstract of which is included In Chapter II of the present report., gives
tile status of this research as of April 1972. Further work has since been
done towards the predict!on of the frequency spectra of infrasonic waves
propagated at large distances from localized tropospheric disturbances with
given statistical properties. Since this work Is still in progress and will
shortly he described in some depth in a doctoral thesis by C. A. Moo, it was
decided that a detailed description of the work accowplished to date in the
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pI eseMt report vould be unwarranted. Somle further Indication of the work
done in this respect umy be found In Lhe fo]lowing abstrac oa a papt r
currently In preparation lux presentati on at. the April 1973 meetinlg of t he
Acoustical Society )f America.

Nonlmiear Theory of Infrasovic Fluctuation Spectra. C. A. Moo and
A. D. Pierce, Massachusetts Institute of Tlechcnlogy, Caimbridge, Mass. 02139.
In a previous paper [ACARI) Conference l'roceedings No. 115 (1972)] the authors
have suggested that the 2-5 minute period osciIlations observed in the
Ionosphere during periods of thunderstorm activity in the troposphere may
be explained in terms of the Interaction of the velocity fluctuation fields
In thunderstorm regions. This analysis is here extended to the investigat ion
of the nonlinear interactions of a system of propagating and evanescent internal
acoustic-gravity waves. The development rests on Hamilton's principle for
nonlinear acoustic-gravity waves with the Lagrangian approximated to third
order. The coherent nonlinear interaction problem is discussvl with the
artifice of two primary waves which Interact in a restricted region of space.
Although two interacting gravity waves cannot produce a third propagating
gravity wave of second order they may produce an acoustic wave in the
atmosphere. '3he general problem of interacting random wave fields Is
formulated and the evolution of an initially monotonic gravity wave spectrum
due to nonlinear interactions is discussed. In addition to affording a
possible explanation of the anomalous ionospheric oscillations, the nonlinear
interaction theory may explain the well known spectral gap which is found
In the kinetic energy spectrum of atmosphleric turbulence during periods of
convc•tive acLivity.

7.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The subject matter of the present report has primarily been concerned
with thie prediction of acoustic-gravity waveforms at large distances following
a nuclear explo.;ion in the atmosphere. The emphasis of this research has
essentially been on the development of on,, or more theoretical models which
give a sufficiently detailed numerical pledictlon to enable either a qualitative
or quantative comparison with data. Our development of such models has been
guided largely by what has been done by other workers in iem past, by a
consideration of those physical phenomena which appear most important, and by
a desire that the model be the simplest possible (at least in conceptual terms)
to explain or interpret those features of the data which appear pertinent.

Since the atmosphere is always changing, it is always imperfectly kno.'n
at any given instant. Since the waveform one receives at a given point
is a functional of this atmosphere, it appears that detailed agreement of theory
with experiment will never be possible. However, what does appear to be the
case is that certain features of the waveform may be less sensitive to small
details of atmospheric structure thlan others. This became vividly apparent
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to the authors when they found that the Lamb edge mode model predicted
the product of period to the three-halves power and amplitude to
correlate better with energy yield than either period or amplitude, separately,
for the case of the early arriving low frequency signal. This type of
result exemplifies what we hope should emerge from further studies of this
type. Computer programs such as INFRASONIC WAVEFORMS may be useful In this
respect primarily because they allow one to carry out numerical experimentation,
from which simple trends (such as yield-amplitude proportionality) might be
discovered. Once such trends are discovered, they may guide one in the
development of simpler models which emphasize the essential physics of the
phenomena without unnecessary complications.
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